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READ THIS FIRST !I

- to learn what is in this Bibliography

- and its limitations

Theses and dissertations only

This bibliography lists theses and dissertations only, not projects

completed as part of graduate studies. It includes listings through 1961

and some listings for 1962. (M) refers to masters and (D) to doctors studies.

For studies by departments, agencies, institutions, and individuals,
obtain from the National Recreation Association, 8 West Eighth Street, New

York 11, New York, its annual listing of studies and research.

Subject coverage

No attempt was made to define what "recreation" studies are. The

studies are those submitted by individuals and reference librarians upon re-
quest for "theses and dissertations related to recreations" therefore, recre-

ation is defined as each person has experienced recreation. Admittedly this
is a weakness in coverage, but one has to start somewhere'

CAMPING AND OUTDOOR EDUCATION are not included (except for a couple
miscellaneous listings) since the American Camping Association, Bradford
Woods, Martinsville, Indiana, maintains a published bibliography and also en..

deavors to keep it up to date through its Research Memo. The bibliography was

completely revised, enlarged, and verified 1962 spring. This new edition 18

available from the foregoing address for $1.50.

Annotations

In an effort to make the bibliography more helpful, partial annotations

have been attempted. For the most part, these annotations have been taken
from abstracts or summaries submitted by faculty advisors or investigators.

Corrections - additions

In spite of verification through reference librarians of the various
institutions (not quite 100% response), there will be errors and omissions.
PLEASE send these in so that supplements or subsequent editions may be more

accurate.

Also, as studies are undertaken and canpleted, if they will be sent in

with complete data and short abstract, supplements can keep the Bibliography

up-to -date. Complete cooperation will be given to the National Recreation

Association in their annual listing.

Verification

Reference librarians from each in.3titutior were asked to 'rerify their

institution's list.



Index

For your convenience, a cross-reference topical index has bee compiled
based upon the titles and partlal annotations. The index .should be used as a
starter, not as an exhaustive or complete listing of all studies on the sub-
3TOE:-

An index of studies by institutions has also been compiled.

How to obtain theses and dissertations

1. Interlibrary loan

Contact your local library to obtain theses or dissertations for you on
Interlibrary Loan. Most college and university libraries participate in
this program, if you have difficulty obtaining materials through a public
library.

2. Microfilms or microcards

Almost all doctoral studies in the last ten years and some of the
masters studies may be obtained either on microfilm or microcards. For
doctoral studies, consult Dissertation Abstracts and your local library.
There are several microfilm libraries; the most active one in the recrea-
tion field is University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan - but check with
your library to see if they have the study you wish and the cost. Micro-
film costs vary by size of the study with the mtority running between $2-
$3.50.
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* * * It is hoped that this Bibliography will serve well to
build a finer body of knowledge far the recreation
movement and profession through research. * * *

Send recommendations for a more functional Bibliography, corrections,
and additions to Betty van der Smissen, Women's Gym, S.U.I., Iowa City, Iowa.
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1. Abrahamn, Joseph. An analysis aid projection of recreation services for
the Illinois State Training School for Girls. (M) University of Illinois
1961, pp.92.

The problem was to relate the general principles of recreation to a special
setting in order to recommend a year-round program for this and similar
institutions. Limitations of the study: The questionnaire used was sent

only to girls training schools. Alsc, (1) the different geographical lo-
cations and climates make it difficult to compare programs; (2) the size

and populations of schools and the size and qullity of the various school
staffs made comparisons difficult; (3) in some instances, misinterpreta-
tions of questions hindered the correlation of replies. Methodology:
(1) Examination of selected materials pertaining to juvenile delinquency,
(2) Questionnaire surveN and (3) Personal observation. Twenty-four Girls

Training Schools throug1out the country returned the questionnaire.

The history of the Illinois State Training School for Girls is discussed

in the thesis followed by the history of the development of the recreation
program at the school. Included is a report of the recreation program de-
veloped in the summer of 1956 by the investigator. Results and interpre-
tations received from the various methods used are the basis for 2 guide
in recommending a year-round program for the School with emphasis on the
following: (1) objectives, (2) staff organization, qualifications, number
and training, (3) activities, (4) present and proposed facilities, and (5)
budget.

Conclusion: In addition to the projection of a program, the thesis bears
out the investigator's fundamental conviction that recreational objectives
and influences are varied and significant, and applicable to persons with
deep personal problems as well as to those who are well adjusted and "nor-

mal" in every way. Hence, training schools should include a year-round
recreation program as a part of their rehabilitation effort.

2. Adams, Frederick C. A survey of community recreation in Gresham, Oregon.

(M) University of Oregon, 1952.

3. Agin, Marjorie.' Influence of childhood interests on adult recreation.
(M) University of California, Los Angeles, 1962, 57 pp.

4. Aldrich, Alexander. A recreation department for New York City. (M) New

York University, 1960.

5. Alexander, Mary V. The relationship between the muscular fitness of the

well-adjusted child and the non-well adjusted child. (D) University of

Michigan, 1956.

6. Allen, Aubrey J. The summer recreation programs of colleges and univer-

sities of the Rocky Mountain area. (M) University of Colorado, 1953.

7. Allen, Catherine Louise. A program for rural recreation in Tennessee.

(D) New York University, 1955.
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Progrmn of conanunitycentered recreation for the rural areas of the State
of Tennessee including the construction of a core recreation program and
the composition of a primer of materials and methods of social recreation.

8. Alvernaz, Gloria Lorraine. The development of criteria for the selection
of recorded music for educational modern dance accompaniment. (M) Wash
ington State University, 1960, 128 pp.

Developed criteria for the selection of suitable recordings of music for
educational modern dance accompaniment. This criteria intended to be
utilized as a flexible guide by the inexperienced beginning modern dance
teacher who does not have an accompanlest. Criteria developed from a
systematic review of the literature, then rated by a jury of four special
ists in their respective fields of music and dance; a revised criteria
was rated by a second group of twentyone specialists. The appendix con
tains a comprehensive list of a7qilable recordings appropriate for each
of the five basic areas covered in the study.

9. Aly, Martha Alice. Ethical concepts for recreation professionals. (M)
University of Illinois, 1959, 142 pp.

Problem: to discover the fundamental ethical concepts of the recreation
profession held by selected American leaders within and outside of the
recreation profession, and through the establishment of such concepts, to
provide a foundation for the establishment of a code of ethics for the
recreation profession.

Limitations: (1) the purposive sampling survey method selected as a minor

method of research limited the number of responses which could be con
sidered; the investigator chose to submit the basic concepts to a few
persons in positions of professional leadership rather than to many per
sons in minor positions. (2) Since one's interpretation of philosophical

concepts is somewhat dependent upon his understanding of terns, this
study was necessarily limited by semantical difficulties. (3) The inves
tigator's inability to anticipate and to scale objectively all possible
reasons for agreement or disagreement. (I4) The validity of a philosophi
cal study is always limited by 1:he author's ability to discipline his
examination of values, to choose among them objectively, and to represent
them in their truest form.

Method: The philosophical method, employed in the conception of the orig
inal concepts and'in the examination of literature and responses. Survey
method was a minor method. The questionnaire and jury techniques were
employed. The jurors consisted of: (1) the past presidents of the Ameri
can Recreation Society; (2) the state presidents of the American Recrea
tion Society; (3) the members of the Code of Ethics Committee for the
American Recreation Society; (4) the national staff mailers of the ARS;
(5) leaders in the fields of philosophy, sociology; medicine, education,
theology, anthropology, and law who have demonstrated their interest in
the cultural and social problems of this century.

Conclusions:

1. The ethical codes of professional and business groups reveal many com
mon features. Of particular significance is the emphasis placed upon the
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responsibility of the professlonal p-rson to inorea.le his li,owledm, and
to assist and serve his fellow man.
2. The lberat:Ire nC the roerz,ation profession clearly irdicafes that the

primary concrrh of the recreator is the welfare and satisfaction of the
people with whom he -:,nr;:s.

3. In ordcir to increas:, the value and rener-a acceptance of the proposed
concepts, the jurors' re:-.ommendation:: for greater simpEcity and clarity
should be implemented in the revision of the concepts.
t. Since 85% of the professional persons included in this study either
agreed or strongly agreed :rich the proposed concepts, these concepts may
be considered widely accepted beliefs of the recreation profession.

Recommendations based on the findings of this study:

1. The fundamental features of the ethical codes of other professions

should be examined in order to determine their relevance and value to
a code of ethics for the r:!creation profession.

2. Since the establishment of an ethical code does not assure ethical
practices, any code of ethics adopted by the recreation profession
should be evaluated frequently. When it no longer reflects the living
beliefs of recreators, it should be revised or dis carded.

3. The recreator' concern with the welfare and satisfaction the people
with whom he works should he included in the basic concepts of the re
creation profession.

4. Because of their wide acceptance by the jurors, the eV:deal concepts
proposed and revised in this study should be recognized as fundamental
beliefs of recreation professionals, and should be implemented in fur
ther studies concerned with recreation philosophy. Revised concepts:

Concept I. Recreation is of paramount importance because it shares a fan
Menairelationship with all persons, professions and efforts which aim
toward the betterment of mankind.

Concept II. Although recreation is a complement to all things good, it is
not a singular solution to the problems of mankind. For this reason, the
recreation professional must practice purposeful cooperation with other
disciplines, and must assert positive leadership in the realization of
his goals.

Concept III. If the recreation profession is to help conquer the leisure

problems which threaten our civilization, its professional people must
pursue any avenue which will add greater production to g)cd intention,
and scientific evidence to personal conviction.

Concept IV. The recreation professional must make full use of his abili
ties to help man develop the capacity and willingness to choose truly
recreative activities.

Concept V. Recreation professionals must revere and sapport the truth
that recreation is for all people. Although recreation activities are
included in therapeutic and correctional programs, the:1r values are by

no means limited to the unhealthy members of our society.

Concept VI. Activities designed for therapeutic and corrective use may
EaVgFeCreative values if they are chosen by and satisfying to the par
ticipant.
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Concent VII. The recreator is charged with the oblgation to develop and
iliaTETrinErgh standards of conduct. He should accept the opportunity to
share these standards with others.

Concept VIII. The recreator has a responsibility to the society in which

he lives to contribute positively to the fullest limit of his capabilities

Concept IX. The primary concern of the recreator is the people with whom
I'comes -In contact. The activities and facilities he provides are only
tools to help each individual achieve greater happiness ard satisfaction.

10. Amacker, Jo Ann. A study of organized recreation for summer session stu-
dents colleges for women throughout the United States. (M) Texas Women's
University, 1956.

11. Amorin, Jose P. A recreation program for rural communities in the Philip-
pines. (M) State University of Iowa, 1955.

12. Anderson, Audrey N. A study of the recreational interests and needs of
the community of Geneseo, Illinois. (M) Ohio University, 1959, 73 pp.

Purpose: to survey-the municipal recreational services and facilities, to

determine the interests and needs of the community, and, on the basis of
these findings, to propose a summer recreation program in Geneseo, Ill.

13. Anderson, Duane Howard. An investigation of factors relating to the or-
ganization and conduct of an indlnrial recreation program for the Ken-
worth Motor Truck Corporation, Seattle, Washington, 1954. (M) University
of Washington. 1955, 65 pp.

14. Anderson, Evans L. The relationship between mental health and achievement
in adolescents. (D) University of Denver, 1951, 166 pp. Microcard.

)5. Anderson, Jackson M. The development of personnel standards for leader-
ship duties in public recreation. (D) New York University, 1948, 123 pp.
Microcard.

Factor analysis to determine standards of leadership duties in public
recreation. Surveyed the opinions of recreation experts and listed ten
personal qualifications of importance.

16. Anderson, Raymond Lloyd. Problems of private land use for recreation in
Wisconsin. (D) University of Wisconsin, 1959. Microfilm. 183 pp.

Studied land use around three typical ldkes to determine the extent and
type of development and the problems encountered in recreational land use.

17. Angell°, Joseph F. An architectural development of the Granite Bay Beach
at Folsom Lake, California. (M) University of California, 1957.Los Angeles.

18. Arbegast, David E. A development study of the proposed interior green-
belt for San Francisco. (M) University of California, Berkeley, 1953.

19. Armstrong, Allen Vern. The first fifty years of municipal recreation
programs in the State of Washington, 1906-1956. (M) University of
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Washington, 1956.

Found that recreation programs, usually begin as a volunteer, non-govern-
mental function because community leaders believe in them.

20. Armstrong, Marvin R., Jr. A study of conditions relative to the safe
operation and use of playgrounds. (M) University of Illinois, 1959,
71 pp.

Summarizes present safety practices. Identifies playground hazards. Sug-

gests materials and methods to meet established safety criteria.

21. Arnold, Marvin Dallas. A study of public recreation in Tippecanoe County,

Indiana. (M) Purdue University, 1950.

22. Arnold, Serena Ellen. Desirable practices for the administration of con-
solidated municipal park and recreation departments. (3) Indiana Univer-
sity, 1955. Microcard. 31 page summary "Desirable Practices ..." avail-
able for nominal cost from American Institute of Park Executives, Ogles-
bay Park, Wheeling, West Virginia.

23. Arnett, Michael Richard. A study of skiing accidents occurring at se-
lected skiing areas in Western Washington and Western British Columbia
in 1957-58. (M) University of Washington, 1958.

Findings helpful in accident prevention to first aid patrols, chair-lift

operators, etc.

24. Ashcraft, Kenneth B. The effect of physical recreation activities on

psychopathic patients. (M) University of Denver, 1938.

25. Asour, Mourad Grant. Leisure time activities of the Egyptian secondary

school boys. (M) Springfield College, 1939.

26. Atkinson, William A. A method for the recreational evaluation of forest

land. (M) University of California, 1956. Los Angeles.

27. Austin, Margaret Jean. A study of the recreational needs of the City of

Delaware, Ohio. (M) Ohio State University, 1960.

28. Auyong, Flora Taunari. An analysis of present participation and express
interests in school recreational activities at Lamar Junior High School,
Laredo Texas with recommendations to the development of a school recrea-
tion program. (M) Texas Woman's University, 1956.

29. Bachrach, Arthur Julian. An analysis of research in mental hygiene and

its implications for educational practice. (D) University of Virginia,
1952, 259 pp., microcards.

30. Bagwell, John Worth. Suggested administrative procedures in physical ed-
ucation and recreation in the high schools of Franklin Parish, Louisiana
to satisfy state requirements. (M) Louisiana State University, 1939.
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31. Bair, Mildred Lull. A study of the organized junior hostess programs in
the defense services department of the YgCA and the armed services depart
ment of the YMCA. (M) George Williams College, 1956.

32. Balen, Herman. Effect of the discontinuance of supervision of certain
Philadelphia Bureau of Recreation play areas upon the delinquency rate of

boys aged 16 to 20 years inclusive. (M) Temple University, 1934.

33. Bales, Mary Bush. Utilizing college corecreation as a factor in social

interaction. (M) Louisiana State University, 1941.

34. Baley, James A. Recreation, aid the aging process. (D) Ohio State Univer
sity, 1952, 469 pp., microcards.

35. Ball, Edith Louise. A study of recreation functions and pe rscnnel in se
lected private agencies; to determine the implications for the selection
and preparation of personnel by the colleges and employment of the per
sonnel by the agencies. (D) New York University, 1953, 607 pp., Microfilm.

Analyzes the recreation functions performed by personnel in selected pri
vate agencies and shows the relationship between the functions performed
and the professional preparation of the personnel.

36. Bailin, Marian Ruth. An evaluation of adult group guidance. (D) Stan
ford University, 1954, 176 pp., microfilm.

37. Bannon, Joseph J. A study of the recreation tax as levied by special
park districts in Illinois. (M) University of Illinois, 1958, 84 pp.

Analysis of appropriation ordinances and expenditures by park districts

of Illinois.

38. Barksdale, Rubie Jeannie. Social and economic influences on the origin

of dance. (M) George Peabody College for Teachers, 1930.

39. Barron, Jules. A personality study of :,ndividuals with seen and unseen

physical handicaps. (D) New York University, 1952, 245 pp. Microfilm.

Two groups of 15 each could not be considered to be differentiated on
(1) too high goals, (2) resistence to authority; negativism, (3) hypo
chondriasis, (4) irritability, restlessness, (5) suppression of emotions,
(6) low tolerance level, (7) impulsivity, and (8) inhibition. Differ
entiating characteristics were lability and conformity. No separate and
distinct personality patterns could be established for the seen and un
seen groups.

40. Bartelmal David C. A study of the practices and policies of state de
partments of education in the administration and supervision of health,
physical education, recreation and safety. (D) University of Colorado,
1948.

41. Bartholomew, Warren M. An investigation of the relationship between the

range and intensity of interests in recreational activities and certain
environmental, educational, and personality adjustment factors of college
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freshmen men. (D) Pennsylvania State University, 1953, 142 pp.

42. Barton, Fred. Planned outdoor school-park facilities for Puente. (M)

Whittier College, 1955.

43. Bartos, Otomar Jan. Leadership in teen-age clubs. (D) Yale University,

1957.

44. Bash, Charles E, The recreational interests of male Purdue freshmen as

related to their professional goals. (M) Purdue University, 1956.

45. Batchelor, Wilbur C. Changing conceptions of leisure and leisure educa-

tion. (D) University of Pittsburgh, 1936.

46. Baxter, Barbara Joan. A historical study of the undergraduate recrea-
. tional program of the University of Illinois student union. (M) Smith

College, 1957.

Traces development 1942 - 1956 and cites trends.

47. Beahm. John Lynford. A study of the recreational programs offered the

citizens of Everett, Washington, and their attitude toward the need for
improved recreation services. (M) University of Washington, 1960, 114 pp.

48. Bearden, Francis W. An analysis of state controls governing public swim-

ming areas in the United States. (D) Teachers College, Columbia Univer-

sity, 1954.

49. Bearley, William L. A survey and an evaluation of college student train-

ing courses in recreation. (D) University of Wyoming, 1953.

50. Beasley, Turner Overby. Survey - organized recreational activities in

the C.C.C. camps in Tennessee. (M) George Peabody College, 1935.

51. Beauchesne, Jean-Marc. Recommended provincial legislation for the regu-

lation of public bathing areas and facilities in Quebec, Canada. (M)

University of Illinois, 1961.

Problem: To suggest regulatory legislation or at least the contents of

such legislation, which might be recommended to the Provincial Legisla-
ture of Quebec, Canada, for the control of sanitary and safety conditions
of public swimming and bathing facilities and areas in that Province.

Method: Historical method was used to examine the existing legislation
and the legal requirements as they were related to this problem. After

review of various recommended laws, codes, and guide lines suggested for
the formulation of such legislation, a provincial act was prepared and

then it was suggested that it be presented for enactment to the Legisla-

ture. Survey method was used to evaluate the recommended Act. Fifteen

professional parsons were selected as a jury for evaluation of the Act.

52. Becker, Beverly June. The construction of slides to illustrate equip-

ment, playing areas, and basic techniques in selected recreational sports.
(M) Woman's College, University of North Carolina, 1954.
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Includes croquet, horseshoes, boccie, pocket billiards, shuffleboard,
table tennis. Slides for motivation of individuals regardless of their
skill level and for instruction in the fundamental techniques of the
activities.

53. Bedrosian, Samuel S. An investigation of the summer community recreation
needs for the youth of Rochelle, Illinois. (M) Northern Illinois Univer
sity, 1957.

54. Begelman, Jack. Relationships of body build, physical performance, in
telligence, and recreational interests to occupational choice. (D) Uni
versity of Michigan, 1951, 253 pp.

Study found that the traditional tests based on intelligence and intel
lectual achievement were not completely adequate for use in vocational
guidance.

55. Bell, Florence. The development of public playgrounds. (M) George

Peaoody College, 1932.

56. Bell, Margaret E. The relationship of motor capacity and motor ability
to relative emotional adjustments in high sdiool girls. (M) State Uni
versity of Iowa, 1938.

57. Bell, Martha Frost. Play for the needs of the child. (M) George Peabody
College, 1926.

58. Bell, Myrtle Lee. The relationship of selected variables to success of
part-time recreation personnel employed as summer playground leaders.
(D) University of Texas, 1960, 134 pp.

59. Benner, Robert E. The present extent of cooperation between park dis
tr.Lcts and school districts in selected Illinois municipalities under
150,000 population. (M) University of Illinois, 1956, 75 pp.

Inaicates that many school and park leaders recognize the principle of

cooperative planning and development of community recreation facilities,
but few show evidence of having applied it.

60. Bennett, Royal Gordon. A study of the boys' intramural programs in se
lected class AAAA and class AAA high schools in Texas. (M) University
of Texas, 1961, 51 p.

61. Benson2 Kenneth R. A manual of craft activities for summer playground

leaders and camp counsellors. (D) New York University, 1956.

Manual based on personnel data from 1004 camp counsellors and playground
leaders and program data from cooperating camps and municipalities.

62. Berry, Chester Arthur. Planning a college union building. (D) Teachers
College, Columbia University, 1956.
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63. Bessey, Shirley M. The recreation laboratory road to leadership. (M)

University of Wisconsin, 1957, 46 pp.

Appraises effectiveness of laboratories.

64. Bickerstaff, C. Raymond. A survey of professional organizations for per

sonnel in health, physical education, and recreation. (N) University of

Texas, 1953, 91 pp.

65. Bicknell, Lansing Lewis. A study of recreation in the works progress ad
ministration, district six, western Massachusetts. (M) Springfield Col

lege, 1937.

66. Bike, Edward L. Contributions of college intram cu.,vities to post

college recreational activities of Williams' college graduates of the

classes 1920, 1925 and 1930. (M) New York University, 1931.

67. Birmingham, Joseph J. Tort liability of municipalities in Pennsylvania

for public park and recreation services. (M) Pennsylvania State Univer

sity, 1960, 138 pp.

68. Black, David H. A guide to research sources in physical education, health

and recreation at New York University. (N) New York University, 1947.

69. Biackburn, Martha. The development of an evaluation tool for determining

the strengths and 'weaknesses of service club programs for the Strategic

Air Columand of the United States Air Force. (M) Florida State University

1956.

General program criteria for these divisions: administration, personnel,

facilities, programs.

70. Blackman, Darrell. Biographies of recreation leaders in the United

States. (M) University of Texas, 1950, 314 pp.

71. Blackman, Ethel Gentry. Manual of water activities for play and recrea

tion. (M) George Peabody College for Teachers, 1931.

72. Blass, Marilyn Louise. Hospital recreation in a psychiatric setting.

(M) University of North Carolina, 1956.

73. Blakey, Lois. A study of 50 unselected social service cases coming to

the outpatient department of the Boston Psychopathic Hospital, with

special emphasis upon the problem of recreation and social contacts. (M)

Smith College, 1926.

74. Blazier, Robert. A study of the values found in using play therapy with

children in a public school situation. (M) MacMurry College, 1957.

75. Bliss, Jean Gallscher. Personality development situations in recreation.

(M) University of Utah, 1951, 65 pp.
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76. Bliss, Percival M. The uses of playground apparatus in selected Califor-
nia elementary schools. (D) University of Cilifornial Berkeley, 1953.

77. Blore, Wallace E. The development of summer recreation by the Washington

State Department of Education. (M) University of North Dakota, 1947.

78. Bober. Bernard Robert. An analysis of recreation expenditures for urban
art lieNorth. (M) University of Pennsylvania, 1958, 89 pp.

79. Bohman, Charles Frederick. A study of the recreation program in Veterans
Hospitals. (M) University of Utah, 1950, 218 pp.

80. Boissey, R. R. A study of the leisure time interests and habits of re-
tired faculty members at the University of Illinois. (M) University of
Illinois, 1952.

81. Bamberg, Sara. A descriptive analysis of social group work in a hospital
setting in relation to a physical medicine rehabilitation program. (M)
University of Pittsburgh, 1949.

82. Bond, Marjorie Helen. The contributions of community agencies of Spring-
field towards the development of recreational habits for teen-age girls.
(M) Smith College, 1947.

83. Boone, Elwood B. A study of the relationship between recreational in-
terest, intelligence, scholastic achievement, personality and vocational
interest. (D) University of Michigan, 1945.

84. Boothe, Leroy Edward. A study of industrial recreational activities in

Lafayette, Indiana. (M) Purdue University, 1942.

85. Borgman, Clayton H. Relationship of football injuries to weather and

field conditions. (M) Western Michigan University, 1956.

86. Boa, Bert P. A digest of the laws and court decisions relating to the

uses of school property. (D) New York University, 1937.

87. Boureois, Vesta Richard. A survey regarding leisure; schools an agency

for developing interests. (M) George Peabody College for Teachers, 1934.

88. Bowen, John Marlo. A proposed recreation program for Goldendale, Wash-

ington. (M) University of Utah, 1959, 100 pp.

89. Boner, Philip A. The relation of physical, mental, and personality facts

to popularity in adolescent boys. (D) University of California, Berkeley

1941, 143 PP.

90. Boyd, Nina Piper. Study of the summer recreation program administered by

the Portage Township Park Board. (M) Western Michigan University, 1954.

91. Brace, Harry H. A study of the adjustment and success of day campers in

the downtown Seattle YMCA day camp. (M) George Williams College, 1961.
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92. Brademas, D. James. The leisure time interests of fifty delinquent boys

prior to commitment to the Illinois State Training School for Boys, St.

Charles, Illinois. (M) University cf Illinois, 1955, 145 pp.

93. Bradley, M. Virginia. Functional patterns in the Guadalupe Counties of

the Edwards Plateau. (M) University of Chicago, 1949, 153 pp.

94. Bray, Maureen Clifton. The history of the Canadian Association for Health

Physical Education and Recreation, Inc. (M) University of Oregon, 1957.

95. Bryant, Spurgeon Q. Leisure time activities and interests of high school

students of Lanier School. (D) Colorado College of Education, Greeley,

1953.

96. Brewer, Floyd Irving. A study of differing perceptions of the functions

of college union governing boards. (D) Teachers' College, Columbia Uni

versity, 1956.

Indicates areas of primary responsibility and areas which should not be

the responsibility of the board, as well as cooperative responsibilities.

97. Brice, Agnes U. A study of leisuretime activities of rural high school

pupils in three high schools in Caldwell Parish (La.). (M) Louisiana

State University, 1937.

98. Bridgeman, Donald Francis. A survey of industrial recreation in the city

of Springfield, Massachusetts. (M) Springfield College, 1948.

99. Brient, Ellen Louise. Organized recreation in the junior and senior high

school at Radford School for Girls, El Paso, Texas. (M) Texas Woman's

University, 1957.

100, Brightbill, Charles K. Public recreation publicity. (M) University of

Pennsylvania, 1933, 133 pp.

101. Brinley, Eldon D. The recreational life of the Mormon people. (D) New

York University, 1943.

102. Brock, Dora Inez. Recreation as a therapeutic process for the mentally

ill. (M) Louisiana State University, 1940.

103. Brawn, Albert L. Some relationships of employee recreation to industrial

safety. (H) Purdue University, 1948.

104. Brown, Carol Morgan. Development of content for a guide to field work

practices in recreation education at San Francisco State College. (M)

San Francisco State College, 1961.

A study of fieldwork practices conducted over a period of three years.

The three basic groups concerned with field work were surveyed individu

ally and collectively; students, institutions and agencies. In addition,

comparative study of field work practices at other institutions was con

ducted and an extensive review of pertinent literature made. Results
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indicate the content of a guide to field work practices which meets the
needs of San Francisco Stn to College and which can be distributed among

all three groups involved. it utilizes a basic approach to ouch a guide

which could be adapted to any college situation.

105. Brown, Ella Corinne. A proposed core of professional recreation courses

for undergraduate students. (M) Montana State Univercity, 1961.

106. Brown, Florence Irene. Play activities for children of impaired vision.

(M) George Peabody College for Teachers, 1931.

107. Brown, Francis E. The definition and measurement of the travel and va

cation industry. (D) University of Pennsylvania, 1959, 143 pp.

108. Brawn, Helen L. Guidelines for the operation and conduct of private out

door swimming schools for elementary school children. (M) University of

California, Los Angeles, 1954.

109. Brown, Mildred Marguerite McConriel (Mrs. R.W. Brown). A program of phy
sical recreation for a group of handicapped children in the Northampton

area. (M) Smith College, 1951.

110. Browning, Katheryne Crawley. The municipal playgrounds of Richmond.

(M) Richmond Professional Institute, 1936.

111. Brownlee, Janet. Recreation services in homes for the aged. (M) Univer

sity of California, Los Angeles, (in progress).

112. Brownlow, Kent. A comparative study of the Hyde Park Neighborhood Club

and the Hyde Park YMCA. (M) George Williams College, 1955.

113. Brouwer, Tony. The limitation of the work week: an analysis of its ra
tionale, enforcement, and economic effects. (D) University of Michigan,

1958, 268 pp., microfilm.

Poses problem of the substitution of leisure for increases in real wages.

Reflects on leisure as "economic good."

114. Brueckheimer, William R. The significance of the recreation industry in

Alger County, Michigan. (D) University of Michigan, 1954, 146 pp.

115. Bruns, Keith Kermit. Trends in playground equipment. (M) Washington

State University, 1961, 67 pp.

116. Buckley, Nelle. Uses of dramatics in recreation services for dependents

at a military base. (M) University of Wisconsin, (in progress).

117. Buell, Charles Edwin. Motor performance of visually handicapped child

ren. (D) University of California, Berkeley. 1950, 160 pp.

118. Buice, Mary. Recreational therapy for the mentally and emotionally mal
adjusted personalities. (M) North Texas State Teachers College, 1938.
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119. Buikema, Kent A. An analytical survey of a selected community recreation
program which is supervicA nd conducted by a physical educator. (U)

University of Illinois, 3953

120. Burand, Jerry M. The teen lounge program at Mitchell House, Hartford,
Connecticut. (M) University of Connecticut, 1957.

121. Bush, Buford 0. History of recreation in California. (M) University of
Pacific, (in progress).

122. Butterweck, Grace Ann. The trends in the policies of the American Asso-
ciation for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation from 1942-1950.
(M) Smith College, 1951.

123. Cabaniss, Ella Rachel. Procedures used in teaching a paralyzed child
to swim, 1943-44. (M) University of Alabama. 1944, 113 pp.

124. Caddis, Beverly. The motivation of recreation. (M) University of Wis-
consin, (in progress).

125. Cahn, L. Joseph. Contributions of Plato to Thought on physical educa-

tion, health, and recreation. (D) New York University, 19l1.

126. Caldwell, Lucile. A survey of municipal park and recreation facilities
and an analysis of their adequacy by school districts in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. CM) University of Pennsylvania, 1945, 80 pp.

127. Campbell, George L. Recreational knowledge and activities of the delin-
quent and non-delinquent boy. (M) University of California, Los Angeles,
1941.

128. Carlini, Tod V. A study of the campus recreation at Utah State. (M)

Utah State University, 1953.

129. Carlson, Alan J. A survey of senior adult work in the MA's of the
United States. (M) George Williams College, 1960.

130. Carroll, John A. The role of the Urbana campus union in meeting the re-

creation needs of a body of commuting students. (M) University of Illi-

nois, (in progress).

131. Carter, Robert Paul. The community college: its opportunity in leisure

education. (D) Teachers College, Columbia University, 1957.

Of 252 college catalogs surveyed, 21% had education for leisure as an

objective.

132. Carty, William T. Recreation programs for school district personnel.
(D) University of Southern California, 1958.

Nine California unified school districts were studied in terms of ten
areas of recreation as to whether they should sponsor recreation pro-

grams for their employees.
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133. Casebeer, Arthur L. Social recreation of married students. (M) Univer-
sity cf Wisconsin, 1957, 57 pp.

134. Casey, Dorothy. May festivals. (M) University of North Carolina, 1951.

135. Cassaro, Salvatore P. A study of community programs for the aging:
Springfield Hobby Club, Inc., Springfield, Massachusetts. (M) University
of Connecticut.

136. Castle, R.H. A rection survey of Cody, Wyoming, and vicinity. (M)

University of Illinois (in progress).

137. Carthorne, Elizabeth V. A survey of opportunities for the training of
recreation leaders in states west of the Rocky Mountains. (M) Univer-
sity of California, Los Angeles, 1936.

138. Cawthorn, John A. Recreational and leisure-time interests of Webster
Parish high school seniors. (M) Louisiana State University, 1937.

139. Chapman, Frederick Morey. The determination of the course areas for a
graduate curriculum in hospital recreation. (D) Indiana University,
1958, 138 pp.

140. Chase, Miriam R. A survey of the recreational activities of the Pitts-
burgh Continuation School pupils outside of working hours. (M) Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh, 1933.

141. Chase, Ronald W. A plan for the layout and design of a preschool play
lot. (M) University of Illinois, 1959.

142. Cheape, &genie Howell. The development aid presentation of a May Day
pageant. (M) George Peabody College for Teachers, 1929.

143. Chestnutwood,Charles Mark. The geographical bases of Pennsylvania's
tourist industry. (D) Pennsylvania State University, 1954, 382 pp.

144. Chinkers, Arnold. A sociological analysis of public recreation in Ni-
agara Falls, N.Y. (M) Purdue University, 1949.

145. Chissom, Rradon S. The development of workbooks for recreation field-
work courses in hospital and municipal recreation at FloridaState Uni-

versity, 1957. (masters study) Florida State University, 1957.

146. Chowdhary, Rajendranath Singh. Does industrial recreation pay: a pIlct

study conducted in four selected companies in the Twin Cities. (M)

University of Minnesota, 1960.

Purpose: to ascertain the extent to which various categories of employees
participate in industrial recreation, and why others don't; and, to find
what benefits are received by the company employees and their families
along with specific relationship of an employee's participation and his
absenteeism, accidents, rating of performance, character, etc. Statis-
tical data was gathered from company records, the questionnaire method,
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and interview method. Chi-square was used to test relationship. Four

companies wore used in the study of which two were similar.

A highly significant relationship was found (positive) between partici-

pation and absenteeism with Company A. No significant relationships

were found be participation and accidents. Variation was found

within companies in regard to the relationship of performance, character,

and attitude and participation. Companies D and B found a positive re-

lation between participation and promotion. Companies B and C found a

significant positive relationship between participation and morale.

Some eight recommendations were made which have specific value to those

responsible for industrial recreation programs or planning to start a

program.

Copy of study may be obtained from Industrial Relations Center, Univer-

sity of Minnesota, or National Industrial Recreation Association, 203 N.

Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. Was also reported in Recreation Man-

agement.

147. Christ, Edward Charming. The adult stamp collector. (D) University of

Missouri, 1957.

148. Chubb, H. Eugene. An analysis of employee attitudes toward industrial

recreation., (M) Purdue University, 1953.

149. Churchill, John W. An analytical study of tle meaning of the term "re-

creation". (M) University of Illinois, 1959, 87 pp.

150. Clark, Donald A. Development of community recreation in North Dakota.

(M) University of North Dakota, 19119.

151. Clark, Donald E. A recreation survey of Mattoon, Illinois, and vicinity.

(M) University of Illinois, 1959, 108 pp.

152. Clark, Garrett Austin. A playground administration and program for a

community of 20,000. (M) Springfield College, 1940.

153. Clark, George W. Practices and policies of the administration of public

recreation in Los Angeles County. (M) University of California, Ber-

keley, 1936.

154. Clarke, Alfred C. The use of leisure and its relation to social strati-

fication. (D) Ohio State University, 1955.

155. Clarke, David H. Social status and mental health of boys as related to

their maturity, structural characteristics and muscular strength. (D)

University of Oregon, 1959, 121 pp.

Boys, ages 9-11 years, chosen most frequently by their pears had greater

arm strength and were taller and heavier than those chosen least fre-

quently; somewhat lower significance level on 12 cable-tension strength

tests, hip width, and Rogers' strength index. No significant differences

in experimental variables when a standard mental health inventory used

with boys 12-14 years.
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156. Cole, J. The recreational resources of Whitman County, Washington, 1923.

(M) Washington State University, 1923, 54 pp.

157. Collier, Dorothy. A psychological analysis of the leisure time activi
ties of some individuals of normal and some of prepsychotic personality.
(D) Nea York University, 1936.

158. Condie, Mary Virginia. The relationship between the early recreational

experiences of the parent and the life of the child. (M) Smith College,
1928.

159. Conover, Edward Arnell. The development of a method for the determina
tion of costs of group work and recreation services. (D) Ohio State Un
iverstty, 1952.

160. Cook, Raymond. The present and potential use of public school facilities

in taxsupported recreation programs of selected Missouri municipalities.
(M) University of Illinois, 1955.

161. Coombs, Bertha L. The attitudes of employed women toward physical edu
cation experiences and the influence of their attitudes upon participa
tion in industrial recreation programs. (M) Ohio State University, 1956.

162. Coombs, Fred M. The administrative organization for state recreation
services in Pennsylvania. (D) New York University, 1957.

163. Cooper, Fletcher S. The role of the Myrtle Heege Community Center in

the recreation program of Kalamazoo. (M) Western Michigan University,
1954.

164. Cooper, Samuel M. The control of interscholastic athletics. (D) Western

Reserve University, 1956.

165i,Corbin, Hyman D. A comparative study of public recreation in cities of
300,000 population and over with special emphasis on New York City. (D)
New York University, 1

166. Cosman, Ralph H. A study the industrial recreation program at Twen
tieth CenturyFox Film Corporation. (M) University of California, Los

Angeles, 1951.

167. Covington, Louise Donaldson. The religious dance of ancient civiliza
tion and its modern revival. (M) George Peabody College, 1936.

168. Covington, Ruth. Hunting games, a source book for teachers and recrea
tion leaders. (M) George Peabody College for Teachers, 1935.

169. Cox, James B. An analysis of the recreational activities of students in

a small junior high school. (M) University of Florida, 1941.

170. Cox, Sanford. Survey of the recreation and leisure program of the Negro
elementary schools in Williamson county. (M) Tennessee A & I, 1950,
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171. Cox, Tyrus Raymond Cobb. A survey of recreation in Coleman, Texas. (M)
University of Texas, 1961, 79 pp.

172. Craine, Lyle E. The Muskingum Watershed Conserwmcy District: an ap-
praisal of a watershed managemcnt agency. (D) University of Michigan,

1957.

173. Crawford, Melvin M. Critical incidents in intercollegiate athletics and
derived standards of professional ethics. (D) University of Texas, 19570
366 pp.

174. Creager, Josephine A. A study of recreation for the mentally retarded

in thirty selective residential schools. (M) University of Tennessee,

1957.

175. Creed, Clark Edwin. Relationship of male recreation participation to

industrial efficiency. (M) Purdue University, 194:;.

176. Crews, Edwin H. Some possibilities for the reconci:iat'on of competition
and cooperation in the present society through the nediltm of recreation.

(M) Louisiana State University, 1939.

177. Griner, Herbert L. A survey of community playground facilities in the
City of Tulare, California. (M) Calif ornia State Polytechnic College,

1956.

178. Grist, John Richard. High school dating as a behavior system. (D) Un-

iversity of Missouri, 1951, 356 pp.

Data gathered by personal interview. Conclusions: (1) high school dat-
ing found to constitute a behavior system which was based partly upon
sex and age-grading, (2) deep-seated inter-generational conflicts and

tensions were found to be associated with authoritarian parental control,
(3) girls were generally more active participants in the dating behavior
system than boys, and (4) primary groups of the adolescent peer culture
and that of family appeared to he important determinants of the behavior

pattern.

179. Crockett, David S. Sports and recreational practices of Union and Con-

federate soldiers. (M) University of Maryland, 1958, 107 pp.

180. Croly, Marie E. Design of urban open space: the open core as an element

of organization. (M) University of California, Los Angeles, 1958.

181. Crowe, Maxwell Thomas. A survey of recreation facilities and possibili-
ties of the Eighth Congressional District of Louisiana. (M) Louisiana

State University, 1940.

182. Cryer, Robert E. A study of and plan for community aquatic facilities,

Rockford Park District, Rockford, Illinois. (M) University of Illinois,

1958, 176 pp.
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183. Curtis, Staton Russell and Donald Frederick Sinn. A recreational survey
of the City of Barre, Vermont. (M) Sprimfield College, 1947.

184. Dabney, LaVerne Edsel. A survey of recreational activities in the penal
institutions of the midwest with a suggested program for Missouri State
Penitentiary at Jefferson City, Missouri. (M) Northeast Missouri State
Teachers College, 1956.

185. Daggett, J.R. A study of the leisure time activities of 200 high school
pupils of Westfield, New Jersey. (M) New York University, 1932.

186. Daly, Ronald Thomas. A study of industrial recreation at Boeing Air
plane Company. (N) University of Utah, 1960.

Study included objectives of the program, type of administrative organi
zation, kind of leadership, participants in program, recreation facili
ties, activities, and financing.

187. Danovitz, Saul. The relationship of certain educational experiences in
the secondary school to achievement in industrial success and leisure
time activities in later life. (D) University of Pittsburgh, 1957.

188. Dant, Robert. A survey of current recreational facilities of Granite
City, Illinois. (M) Northeast Missouri State Teachers College, 1956.

189. Darling, Fred Edgar. A leisure time analysis of retired public school
teachers in Kentucky. (D) Indiana University, 1958.

Analyzed the uses of leisure time, reasons for participation or non
participation, and opinions on the carryover value of various education
areas of individuals in the State's Teacher Retirement System.

190. Davidson, Harriet J. A comparative study of selected curricula in the
creative arts and recreation with suggestions for adaptations in the
elementary schools of Louisiana. (M) Louisiana State University, 1940.

191. Davis, George E. The prevalence of hobbies and their educational signi-
ficance. (D) State University of Iowa, 1937, 178 pp.

192. Davis, Lewis W. An investigation into the conduct and financial support
of playground and recreational activities in selected states. (M) New

York University, 1931.

193. Davis, Robert L. A survey of facilities and activities in private boys

camps. (M) University of Utah, 1948.

194. De Carlo, William B. An analysis of the effects of job responsibilities
upon the lives of the recreation executive and his family. (M) University

of Illinois, 1959, 69 pp.

Conclusion: wives of executives as a group are dissatisfied with their
husband's work schedule and feel that more time should be spent with
their families in leisuretime activities.
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195. De Hay, James Harvey. Recreation in the Texas prison system. (M)

University of Texas, 1952, 93 pp.

196. de Hoye s, Benjamin F. A study of the present recreation activities of
the foreign students on Brigham Young University campus. (M) Brigham

Young University, 1961, 57 pp.

197. Del Gizzo, Lud. An evaluation of the Providence recreation department
with t:ie National Recreation Association schedule for appraisal of com-

munity recreation. (M) Boston University, 1956.

198. Deppe, Theodore Robert. An evaluation of selected techniques used for
in-service training of professional recreation personnel. (D) Indiana
University, 1953, 205 pp.

199. Desmond, Thomas J. A study of the development and use of leisure time
with implications for education. (0) New York University, 1960, 527 pp.

Analysis of factors contributing to man's acquisition and use of leisure
time. Concluded that response of education to the challelge of leisure
has been inadequate.

200. Deutsch, Wilson Pershing. A survey of the recreation program in Cald-
well, Texas. (M) University of Texas, 1953, 82 pp.

201. Dail, Evelyn. Recreation resources fcr high school students in South
St. Joseph, Missouri. (M) State University of Iowa, 1942.

Survey found that regardless of scholarship, both sexes use commercial
recreation establishments very much more frequently than public recrea-
ti-n, private welfare, or high school activities. Drug stores and cafes
are the favorite, with movies third. Private welfare organization act-
ivities most popular are religious discussions and athletics. Sports
and reading are favorite hobbies.

202. Dias, Nick. A study of selected phases of the community recreation pro-

gram of LaVerne. (M) University of Southern Calif ornia, 1954.

203. Dick, Charles Inglish. Contribution of the Missouri state game and fish
department to public recreation. (M) George Peabody College, 1937.

204. Diehl, Leonard James. A national study of industrial recreation during

1939-1940. (M) Purdue University, 1940.

205. Dillon, Mary Theresa Veronica. Physical education and recreation for
the feebleminded. (M) Ohio State University, 1934.

206. Di Miceli, Anthony E. Relation of leisure time activities to leisure
time facilities for a group of 100 boys. (M) New York University, 1927.

207. Dimperio, Peter Paul. Juvenile delinquency in relation to municipal

recreation. (M) Springfield College, 1932.
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208. Dines°, Lolita Pescador. Philippine dances adapted to the theatre. (M)
Woman's College, Un!versiiw or North CarDlina, 1956.

Twelve dances including brief history, word description of movements of
the original dance, labanotation, music, costume designs and stage sets.

209. Dix. Gordon Ernest. Recreation facilities in Springfield, Massachusetts.
(M) Springfield College, 1935.

210. Dobson, Evelyn Ezell. History and development of canoes and canoeing.
(M) George Peabody College for Teachers, 1937.

211. Doctorovr, Norman. A survey of the research done in the field of recrea
tion at New York University since 1925. (M) New York University, 1947.

212. Dokos, James Chris. Leisure time activities and interests of University
of Utah faculty members. (M) University of Utah, 1960. 116 pp.

Sample: 54 women, 239 men fulltime faculty members.
Findings: 46.8% of leisure time per week (31 hrs. ave.) was srent in
communicative activities. Rank order of activities: reading, television,
gardening, attending church. Activities closely paralleled professional
habits.

213. Dollahon, Glen F., Jr. Recreational interests of Cal Poly students. (M)
California State Polytechnic College, 1953.

214. Dowell, tinus James.. Indoor recreational games of freshman and sophomore
college men. (D) University of Missouri, 1959, 388 pp.

Purpose: to determine the relationships between participation, achieve ,

ment, and interest in indoor recreation gaffes. Conclusions: (1) the
group with lower intelligence and scholastic rank tend more toward motor
games whereas the group with the high intelligence and scholastic rank
tend more toward parlor games; (2) freshmen and sophomore college men
participate in indoor motor games and indoor parlor games; (3) the ones
who participate more frequently have a higher level of achievement and
tend to be more interested in motor games than in parlor games. On the
basis of the study, these recreational games might be considered for a
physical education and recreation program in college -- badminton, basket
ball, billiards, bowling, bridge, checkers, chess, handball, hearts,
monopoly, pitch, poker, pool, table tennis, volleyball, water basketball,
water polo.

215. Dreiser, M. Vera. A study of health, physical education and recreation
programs for women in municipally owned colleges and universities of the
U.S.A. (D) New York University, 1914)4.

216. Duggins, George Herbert. Administration of industrial recreation. (M)
Purdue University, 1942.

217. Dumas, Virginia. A guide for establishing and developing golden age
recreation programs. (M) Florida State University, 1957.
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218. Dunn, Leslie S. Jr. The municipal recreation program in Fort Bragg,
California. (M) Utah State University, 1954.

219. Duvall, Miriam Reed. Contemporary attitudes and habits in social danc-
ing. (M) George Peabody College for Teachers, 1937.

220. Donley, Edna Emma. The recreational or play pattern of the adolescent.
(M) University of Colorado, 1940.

221. Ebarp, Donald F. An analysis of the attitudes of public recreation ad-
ministrators in the Great Lakes Region toward selected national recrea-

tion organizations. (.N) University of Illinois, 1959, 72 pp.

Organizations uses: were AAHPER, AIPE, ARS, NRA.

222. Edelbrock, Elbert. Music contests or festivals. (M) MacMurry College,

1948.

223. Edgren, H.D. An orientation in recreation for secondary school youth.
(D) New York University, 1944.

224. Edmonds, Frances Jean. Effect of in-service training upon length of
volunteer service at Letterman General Hospital, San Francisco, Califor-
nia. (M) San Francisco State College, 1961.

Involved volunteer workers (Gray Ladies) in the American Red Cross pro-
gram at Letterman General Hospital. An extensive questionnaire was
circulated to two groups: (1) currently active volunteers, and (2) vol-
unteers who had been active but had withdrawn from the program. The
study attempted to determine if any relationships existed between selec-
tion, in-service training, and recognition, on the one hand, and the
length of volunteer service and reasons for withdrawing, on the other
hand.

The findings indicate that these factors are important and that in the
case of Letterman General Hospital, the selection processes, the in-
service training program, and the methods and extent of recognition have
been adequate. In the vast majority of cases, those volunteers who with-
drew from the program apparently did so because of personal reasons.

225. Edmund, William H. Trend of industrial recreation. (D) Temple Univer-

sity, 1936.

226. Edwards, Robert. A master plan for the development of the Stone Valley

Recreation area. (M) Pennsylvania State University, 1961, 95 pp.

227. Edwards, William A. An analytical survey of selected types of non-con-
ventional play equipment. (M) University of Illinois, 1961, 57 pp.

Problem: to investigate the present use and value of selected types of
non-conventional play euqipmen in public recreation agencies. Such
equipment defined as "Equipment which has become d3solete in other fields
and is being used as play equipment, such as obsolete airplanes, loco-
motives, automobiles, boats, and the like."
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The study was limited to twenty departments. The values are based upon
the subjective op:nions of the superintendents. Findings and oondlusions:

1. There are many types of non-conventional equipment which can be used
as play equipment if a doparbDent is interested in acquiring them.

2. Interest, imagination, and persistence seem to be the answer to those
departments wishing to acquire non-con/e-tional play equipment.

3. Although tilts equipment is, in most cases, donated to the recreation
agency, there is expense for transporting and installing the equip-
ment.

4. Installation of this equipment should be done properly even though the
cost may be high. If properly done, it will prove an asset in the
long run not only in terms of maintenance costs but also in tenns of
safety and conl.rol of vandalism.

5. In ge.nerall all non-conventional equipment attracts a large number of
children, and is of great interest to the public. Most non-conven-
tional equipment is as safe as conventional equipment and excessive
maintenance is present in only a few instances.

6. Non-conventional play equipment app to stimulate the creative
qualities in a child and encourages a child to use his imagination.

7. In terms of aesthetics, social values, physical values, and mental
values, non-conventional equipment does not appear to make a substan-
tial contribution.

8. Vandalism is a problem in many instances, especially in airplanes,
but with proper installation and constant inspection this liability
can be overcome.

Recommendations:

1. Recreation departments should inquire into the possibility of obtain-
ing non-conventional play equipment for it has been found to be a
valuable, popular, and creative addition to play areas.

2. All non-conventional play equipment should be properly installed
(bolting down all loose objects, rounding off sharp edges, painting,
etc.) when it is first placed on the play area.

3. Non-conventional equipment should be :inspected continually for safety
and maintenance defects and repairs should be made immediately.

4. To further insure the child against injury, tan bark or sand should
be used under all non-conventional play equipment.

5. Non-conventional equipment should be located near a recreation center
or playground shelter and flood lighted at night to curtail vandalism.

6. Departments should use imagination in acquiring and installing dif-
ferent types of non-conventional play equipment. Certainly there are
different types of obsolete equipment other than those mentioned in
this thesis which can be used as play equipment.

Photographs of non-conventional playground equipment are included in the
study.

228. Elkin, Mary J. A survey of the recreation programs and facilities of the
Bureau of recreation and the Board of public education in Philadelphia
with consideration of coordination. (M) University of Pennsylvania,
19440 163 pp.
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229. Ems, Robert D. Legal opinions from Janunry 1948 to May 1957 that affect
recreation and park systems in Illinois. (M) University of Illinois,

1957.

230. Engelking, Glenn E. A community recreation program for Lovell, Wyoming.

(M) University of Utah, 1953, 91 pp.

231. Engle, Richard M. A study of the use of time by a white gang in the area

of Englewood as compared with the use of time by a Negro gang in the

same area. (M) George Talliams College, 1961.

232. Enright, Leon John. A recreation survey for State College, Pennsylvania.

(M) Pennsylvania State University, 1950, 33 pp.

233. Eppley, Garrett G. An evaluation of the techniques employed in the pro

vision of state services for public recreation in Indiana. ()) New York

University, 1953, 332 pp.

234. Erickson, Lola. Study of conservation activities in outdoor education

programs in California. (M) San Jose State College, 1955. Available

in pamphlet under same title: Conservation Education Section, State De

partment of Natural Resources, Sacramento 14, California.

235. Erwee, Jorie J. The relation of industrial recreation to certain evi

dences of personnel morale. (M) Purdue University, 1948.

236. Estes, Mary Margaret.A Club program to meet the recreational needs and

interests of Kirksville Junior High School students. (M) Northeast

Missouri State Teachers College, 1956.

237. Eustis, Pennell S. An analysis of community recreation leadership ex
penditures in American cities with populations of 25,000-75,000. (M)

Springfield College, 1952.

238. Evans, Hazel Allyne. Conditions at Old Hickory bearing upon recreation

for women employees. (M) George Peabody College for Teachers, 1932.

239. Fabian, Tom. Case studies of selected park and recreation bond issue

referenda in Illinois. (M) University of Illinois, 1961.

Problem: to discover and investigate the factors which appear to deter
mine the success or failure of general obligation bond issue referenda

for park and recreation purposes in Illinois and to recommend certain

principles and procedures to be utilized in future referenda. Case

study method was used.

Sample: six Illinois park and recreation authority general obligation

bond issue referenda, three that passed and three that failed. The bond

issue proposals were for a variety of park and recreation purposes such

as swimming pools, community centero, land acquisition, and park site de

velopment. All the referenda selected were held during the three year

period, 1959-1961.

Findings: The following factors appear to have been among those which
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may have determined the success or failure of referenda included in this
study* size of bond issue, need for improvements, development of campaign
organization, length of campaign, use of publicity media, strength of
support, strength of opposition, time of referendum, type of election,
attitude of electorate toward the managing authority, state of economy.

Recommendations: The following recommendations are intended to aid park

and recreation managing authorities in their efforts to win voter ap
proval for bond issue referenda:

1. The bond issue should not be permitted to exceed an amount which would
necessitate an increase of more than five to eight dollars to the av
erage home owner's tax bill.

2. An awareness should be developed among the electorate of the need for

the proposed improvements. This is one of the goals to which public

ity releases should be directed.
3. A campaign committee should be organized and given definite responsi

bility for promoting the bond issue proposal. While the executive
committee should be kept small for maximum efficiency, the total com
mittee should be as large as possible.

4. A minimum of six months should be allowed for conducting the campaign
prior to the bond issue referendum. It requires time for committees

to meet, for publicity to be prepared, etc.
5. A variety of media should be used to publicize the proposal. These

might include brochures, displays, handbills, newspapers, radio, talks
telephone, television, etc.

6. Emphasis should be placed on both the need for the proposed improve
ments and the benefits to be derived by the community therefrom. The
success of the referendum depends on the individual voter having a

full understanding of the bond issue.
7. Every effort should be extended to win the support of influential in

dividuals and groups for the proposal. To do so, arrangements should

be made to present the bond issue to civic and service clubs at every

opportunity.
8. Sources of potential opposition to the passage of the bond issue

should be sought out and contacted early in the campaign to see if
they can be eliminated. An effective presentation of the proposal or,
perhaps, a slight concession on a particular point may prove to be of

major consequence.
9. Arguments offered by the opposition to the passage of the bond issue

8hould be publicly refuted rather than ignored.
10. The date of the referendum should be scheduled to take full advantage

of the seasonal nature of the proposed improvements.
11. Care should be taken to avoid having the referendum date follow too

closely, less than a month, the annual issuing of tax bills or other

governmental bond referenda.
12. A special election should be scheduled in preference to the inclusion

of the bond issue as part of'a general election. The danger of hav
ing the proposal become confused with other issues is, unfortunately,
always present in a general election.
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Relationship to club dnd social recreation programs by occupational
level of the parents.
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Method: Jury rating was used to determine the success of the subjects in

social dance. The Seashore Rhythm Test, the Stepping Stone Test, and

the Illinois Agility Run were administered to each subject as measures
of sensory rhythmic Ability, dynamic balance, and agility respectively.
The product-moment formula was used to determine relationship between

the variables. The Spearman-Brown prophecy formula was applied to esti-

mate reliabilities.

Results: reliabilities of the totals of the jury ratings were .846 and

.858 for men and women subjects respectively. Reliabilities far the

Seashore Rhythm Test were .825 and .879 respectively. Correlation coef-

ficients between the variables were as follows: (1) .082 for men and

.249 for women between social dance success and sensory rhythm as mea-
sured by the Seashore Rhythm Test,, (2) .086 for the men and .183 for the

women between social dance success and dynamic balance as measured by the

Stepping Stone Test, (3) -.139 for the men and -.277 for the women be-
tween social dance success and agility as measured by the Illinois Agil-

ity Run.

The results of this investigation indicate that there is a law positive

relationship between social dance success and sensory rhythm and dynamic

balance, and a low negative relationship between social dance success
and agility as measured by the instruments used in this study. There-

fore, these factors, as measured by the instruments used in this study,

are not predictors of social dance success. This study indicates to
the teacher of beginning social dance that, as measured by the instru-

ments used in this investigation, sensory rhythm, dynamic balance, and

agility are of equal value in the predication of success in social dance.
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Conclusions: chronological age had the most significant effect upon in-

terest patterns, then sex differences. Race and mental level differences

had no consistent effect upon interest patterns.
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Characteristics of pre-classic dances and earlier dances; attempt to re-

late the dance forms of the two periods. Type of culture in which the

dance occurred, when, where, and by whom dances were performed, dance

acessories and music supplement the information.
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tion activities engaged in by patients of Womack Army Hospital, (M)
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A study of recreation activities as one means for the fulfillment of

social needs.
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of intramural sports in the junior colleges of Utah. (M) Utah State Un-
iversity, 1953.
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State University of Iowa, 19118.

275. Gable, William. A study of professional opinions regarding the promo-
tion of junior high school football. (M) Claremont University, 1958.

276. Gabrielsen, Bramwell 11. An analysis of the incidents related to water
fatalities occurring in the United States. (D) University of Georgia,
1956, 60 pp.

Analyzes 1,309 accidents in 35 states. Cites recommendations for safety
rules and prevention of accidents.

277. Gabrielsen, Stanley. R. A recreation policy for communities in the State
of California. (D) New York University, 1954.

278. Galbreath, Carroll Vernon. Leadership behavior in college social groups.
(D) Stanford University, 1954, 193 pp.

Determines patterns of leadership behavior preferred by members of fra-
ternities and sororities at the University of Denver.

279. Galloway: James L. The responsibility of the YWCA in meeting the non-
subsistence needs of the aged. (M) Ohio Sta to University, 1953.
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Attempts to apply a goal-oriented approach to public recreation planning.

284. Garbee, Eugene Emmett. Leadership in conducting physical education ac-
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Teachers, 1933.

285. Gass, Stella James. The development and growth of the consolidated re-
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287. Geiser, Daniel S. Resource use education with reference to programs of
physical education in colleges of the Shenandoah Valley. (D) Teachers

College, Columbia University, 1960.

Primary sources of material: correspondence, visitation, interviews, dis-
cussions with experienced persons in the use of on- and off- campus re-
sources both in the field of physical education and comaunity recreation.
Men and women chairmen or directors of physical education. programs re-
sponded to an inquiry asking canprehensive questions concerning the use

of resources in their institution's program. Personnel representing 153
four-year degree-granting institutions, located in 1.6 states and the D.C.
gave written information on the extent and nature of the use of resources

throughout the United States.

Results show the advantage that additional resources bring to college
students when campus facilities for their recreational and leisure time
pursuits are limited. In addition the conclusions:

1. support and further illuminate the findings of previous studies.
2. examine the nature of the use of off-campus resources in education

and make application of the principles of resource use education to

physical education.
3. point out increased opportunities for the use of on-campus, non-de-

partmental resources that have implications for the college program
of physical education.

4. note the variety of human, natural, commercial and other resources
available in many college communities.

5. determine some of the relationship underlying the use and sharing of
resources between the college departments of physical education and

other agencies of the college and community.
6. present guides for the solution of problems and issues that arise in

institutions of higher education located in the Shenandoah Valley of

Virginia.
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292. Gier, James Dale. The relationship of physical ability to certain psych-
ological scores and ratings among mentally retarded boys. (M) Univer-
sity of Washington, 1959, 96 pp.

Conclusion: very little relationship be rftlen physical ability and pre-

dicted social behavior among mentally rci...rded boys.
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Sample includes only superintendents in U.S. cities under 100,000 who
are members of the AIPE. Data based on their opinions as to relative
importance of several administrative functions.
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myelitis patients. (D) Texas Woman's University, 1959.

Records the development and evaluation of a program during 1 period of

17 months; the integration of the program with the medical management
of the patients, and the determination of its suitability in reference
to its influence on each patient's recovery pattern. Thirty case stu-

dies on patients 19 years of age or older. Recommendations made for
the development of recreational therapy programs for severely involved
poliomyelitis patients.
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recreational possibilities of students in the East New York Continua-
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1. It is possible to classify user-groups on the basis of primary forest
recreational interests and to identify certain characteristics for
each group.

2. Forest recreationists were found to be better educated, to have better
occupations and to rank higher social class than expected.

3. Not only does forest recreation attract a selective group of recrea-
tionists but also each particular activity, within the spectrum of
possible activities, attracts a group of participants who have pecu-
liar characteristics. Each of these groups has a character of its

own and each has a profile of characteristics substantially different

from the others.
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part of the study. Other material was obtained through contacts with
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ten years. Interviewed on choice of leisure-time activities, degree of

and general opinions regarding. Findings: participation or interest in

an activity in the majority of activities was initiated before the age of

21 and encouraged primarily by the home and family; significant relation-

ship found between number of activities and health, marital status, and

income; insignificant relationships between number of activities engaged

in and age, years of formal education, place of residence, type of resi-

dence, number of persons in living unit, number of years in retirement,

mental attitude.
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513. MacPhee, John Arthur. An analysis of the administrative and supervisory
practices for the field work experience of undergraduate recreation ed
ucation majors. (D) Indiana University, 1956.

Surveyed colleges.

514. Magate, Richard S. The role of exercise and recreational sports in re
habilitation at a Veterans Administration Center. (M) Ohio State Univer
sity, 1955.

515. Magee, Ida Mae. Study of the factors involved in the recreation choices
of selected secondary and elementary school teachers in Clearwater,
Florida. (M) State University of Iowa, 1958, 59 pp.

Thirty teachers kept a record of recreation activities for three separate
weeks; amount of time spent in the activity; source of suggested activity;
where the activity was learned; who shared the activity; ham often the

activity w as engaged in. Activities were also analyzed by selected fac
tors: age, sex, present position, marital status, educational background,
residence.

516. Mallory, William. An analysis of four ccmmunity recreation programs in

Ohio cities. (M) Bawling Green State University, 1961.

517. Mandel, Joseph D. A long range plan of recreation for the village of
Suffern, New York. (D) New York University, 1953, .:30 pp.

518. Mangum, Barry David. A study of the natural features and existing recre
ation facilities of Kickapoo State Park and recommendations for the fu
ture development of the area. (M) University of Illinois, 1956.

519. Manley, Robert D. A proposed summer recreation program for a rural ele

mentary school district. (M) Sacramento State College, 1953.

520. Marachek, Mrs. Ellin (Smith). Community recreation in five small cities

of Colorado. (M) University of Colorado, 1940.

521. Marder, Frederick R. Certain effects on relatively sedentary elder men

of a program of more vigorous activity. (M) Pennsylvania State Univer

sity, 1958.

22 subjects. After 8 week program appeared to improve in endurance and

feel more fit and efficient.

522. Marrotte, Lieta Marchesi (Mrs. Paul). A recreation program in a state

institution for mentally ill patients. (M) University of North Carmlina

1954.

523. Marston, Dwight H. Status of the Iowa Junior Baseball programs sponsored
by the American Legion. (M) State University of Iowa, 1956.

524. Martin, B. Joseph. The history of the attitudes of the Methodist Church

in the United States of America toward recreation. (D) University of

Southern California, 1945.
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525. Martin, Dyle Frank. A survey of the youth of Clear Lake, Iowa, to deter
mine their desircd recreational facilities in the proposed community
building and youth center. (M) Drake University, 1956.

526. Martin, Edward B., Jr. The present extent of and potentialities for co
operation between selected school distrIcts and other tax supported
agencies in the operation of public recreation services in Illinois mu
nicipalities under 150,000 population. (M) UrOversity of Illinois, 1953,

71 pp.

527. Martin, Gladys. Comparison of the play activities of white and Negro

children. (M) George Peabody College for Teachers, 1931.

526. Martinson, Arthur Ralph. A study of selected factors pertinent to de
termining the recreational needs of the community of Kent, Washington.
(M) University of Washington, 1955, 162 pp.

529. Mason, Clifford R. Recreational planning for the stateowned forest lands
of New York. (M) Syracuse University, 1938.

530. Mathews, David O. Programs of intramural sports in selected Ohio public

high schools. (D) Western Reserve University, 1956.

A study of intramural sports programs, based on a sampling of 833 Ohio

high schools, attempts to identify present status and describe general
practices. It also reviews administrative procedures of 23 superior pro
grams.

531. Mattingly, Paul Frederick. A study of resort distribution in the Lake of
the Ozarks area of Missouri. (M) University of Missouri, 1956.

532. Maurer, Howard E. An evaluation of the recreation programs in selected

security institutions in Ohio. (D) Ohio State Unive,..qity, 1955, 375 pp.

Experimental approaCh to the measurement of selected prison recreation

programs in Ohio. Bibliography of interest to those concerned with re

creation programs inside of prisons.

533. Maxwell, Barbara Jane. A glossary of select. i hospital recreation terms.

(M) University of North Carolina, 1962.

Terms selected from areas of medicine, finance, leadership, program, ad

ministration, areas and facilities. Jury technique employed with leaders

in the field of hospital recreation being asked to serve a jury members.

An exploraord letter was sent to approximately 100 hospital recreators
requesting that they list terms used daily in their department and to de

note those terms needing clarification. From this list the jury selected

the terms to be defined. Periodically definitions were sent to the re

viewing jury. They were adked to agree or d.sagree and to make sugges-
4.ions or c,:ments. TI.e findings suggested that most of the definitions

submitted were acceptable to 75% of the jury. Some of the.definitions

were very broad. No diagnoses were included as it was felt one could not

be chosen over others.
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534. Mayberry, John E. The analysis of current theories and practices in
teaching beginning swimming. (M) Ohio University, 1959.

535. McAllister, E) is S. A survey and evaluat-Lon of the extracurricular
activities of the senior high schools of Utah. (D) University of Utah,

1954, 330 pp.

536. McAnelly, Jeanette. The need for recreation programs under educational
auspices. (M) University of Utah, 1949.

537. McCabe, Helen W. A study of school recreation programs in the junior and
senior high schools of the State of Washington. (M) Washington State Un
iversity, 1959, 117 pp.

Questionnaires sent to 35 recreation educators on objectives and activi
ties, to 577 graduates of Washington high schools enrolled at Central

Washington College of Education on attitudes and interest:, to 125 prin
cipals on practices and administration. Purposes: to learn extent of
school recreation programs in junior and senior high schools in Washing
ton and to prepare a guide for a program from recommendations of author
ities, graduates, and principals.

Findings:

1. Period following close of school most popular time for school recrea
tion program. Trend of shortened lunch period.

2. Team sports and social dancing most common activities offered.
3. Program supervised by physical education staff in most cases.
4. Class A (enrollment of over 500) junior high schools provide most com

plete program of school recreation.
5. Limited facilities greatest deterrent for adequate program.
6. Need for background in recreation preparation for prospective teachers

of physical education who are delegated supervision of recreation pro
grams in schools.

7. Need for more varied programs to meet interests and needs of all stu
dents in recreation as a preparation for wise use of leisure time.

8. Need for greater opportunity of leadership training for the senior high
schools, the first objective of a program as determined by authorities.

9. Suggested activities for recreation program in free time of school day
by authorities, graduates and principals of junior and senior high
schools. (Different from those being offered in schools at present

time.)
10. School recreation programs increase interest in schcol and activities

presented are carried on beyond school time as reported by graduates
of schools which had programs.

538. McCall, Robert A. Recreation activity patterns and associated secondary

factors. (D) New York University, 1949, 145 pp.

Relationship between recreation activities and factors, including age,

sex, education, occupation, and others.

539. McCann, June V. A study of the factors affecting the values of coeduca
tional physical education and corecreation in the public high schools of
California. (D) University of Southern California, 1954, 300 pp.
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540. McClain, Martha DuBois. The development of youth recreation in the Palm
yra, Missouri, high school district. (M) University of California, Los

Angeles, 1960, 85 pp.

541. McCracken, R. W. Recreation, work experience, and pupil adjustment in
YellvilleSummit high school. (M) George Peabody College for Teachers,

1950.

542. McDaniels, Theodore C. Public recreation on Texas lakes. (M) Southern

Methodist University, 1959, 8h pp.

Seven Texas lakes within 100 mile radius of Dallas.

543. McDougal, Margaret. The measurement of personnel satisfactions in recre
ation seeking behavior. (M) University of Wisconsin (in progress)

'114. McDougall, Stanley. The use and functions of multipurpose rooms in

Santa Clara County. (D) Stanford University, 1957, 173 pp.

545. McElary, Alfred Zack. Recreation facilities and juvenile delinquency.
(M) Washington State University, 1956, 67 pp.

5146. McFarland, Warren R. Foll ow up study of recreation graduates of Purdue.

(M) Purdue University, 1957.

Evaluation of curriculum and field service program; status and duties of

recreation graduates.

5.7. McKee, Mary F. A report of an inservice training experiment with a re
creation staff. (M) San Franciso State College, 1960, 7t. pp.

Tnservice training experiment developed for staff who had little or no

recreation training or experience. Desired to stimulate thought, aid in

learning to analyze problem areas which occur on job. Objectives of

sessions to present aprobiem for discussion. Techniques used: role play
ing, brainstorming, demonstrations by staff members of programminf; tech
nique, confere nces with representatives of the groups to whom programs
were presented, and introduction of the problem without the staff's

knowledge.

Findings:

Each session was evaluated individually in terms of (1) the success of

the staged situation in representing the problem to the staff; (2) the
importance with which the problem was credited by the staff; and (3) the

effectiveness of the resultant discussion and analysis of the problem.
The overall success or failure of an individual session could be measured
by the degree to which the staged situation approached the actual problem

which it represented. It was also found that while tie staff members
drew readily from individual resources of experience in dealing with spe
cific situations, it was extremely difficult to develop a theoretical or
abstract discussion based on the same rperiences. Generally, the staff
developed a mare positive, independen and constructive approach tovard
solving problems which occurred in a working situation, as a result of

the inservice training program.
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548. McKinney. Leota J. The prrmotion and coordination of public and semi-
private recreation programs in Delaware county by the County park and re-

creation board. (M) University of Pennsylvania, 1945, 57 pp.

549. McGibney, Edward John. Transitions of recreation inthe United States.
(M) Springfield College, 1935.

550. McLane, Lovick Pierce. A study of the needs in recreation and physical
education for drive-in students in Louisiana colleges. (M) Louisiana

State University, 1942.

551. McLaren, John David. An evaluation of the recreation programs in the ma-

jor communities of Utah county. (M) Brigham Young University, 1961, 132 p.

552. McLean, Robert E. Recreational program of the Hopi Indians. (M) Univer-

sity of Utah, 1961.

553. McLellan, John Duncan. Recreational preferences of teen-age girls using

the Salvation Army Youth Center, Austin, Texas. (M) University of Texas,

1952, 39 pp.

554. McManus, Mildred K. Study of careers of women executives in public re-

creation. (M) University of Illinois, 1958, 79 pp.

Isolates some of the problems of women in top executive positions.

555. McNamara, Joy. A survey of the play and reading interests of Catholic

primary grade children. (D) Fordham University, 1955.

556. McMillan, Covington. The history of angling and the techniques of cast-

ing. (i4 George Peabody College for Teachers. 1936.

557. McNeill, Beatrice. An analysis of participation in intramural and recre-

ational activities by college women. (M) MacMurray College, 1955.

558. McQuarrie, Agnes Mary. A curriculum for the professional training of re-

creation leaders. (M) Washington State College, 1941, 108 pp.

559. McWhorter, Frances Elizabeth. The significance of the costume in the

dance. (M) George Peabody College for Teachers, 1931.

560. McWhorter, Robert F. A study of cooperative relationships of college

unions with academic departments. (M) Purdue University.

Makes recommendations that unions might do to strengthen relationships
with academic departments.

561. Mears, Robert C. An analytical survey of the recreational interests and
habits of the youths and adults of Urbana, Illinois, and general propo-
sals for improving the civic recreation program. (M) University of Illi-

nois, 1951.

562. Meek, T. Ann. A history of the development of co-recreational activities

since 1620. (M) Ohio State University, 1955.
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563. Melville, Stanley Donald. A comparson of activity preferences of child-

ren at the intermediate grade levels. (D) Pennsylvania State University,

1949, 162 pp.

564. Merritt, Myrtle A. Relationship of selected physical, mental, emotional
and social factors to the recreational preferences of college women. (D)

State University of Iowa, 1961.

Factors used: California Psychological Inventcry, MacQuarrie Test of
Mechancial Ability, weight deviation measured by Pryor Test, Scott Motor

Ability test, size of hcme tPJmn, size of high school, father's occupation
student's vocational choice, parents' religion, attitude toward high

school physical education, amounty of high school physical education,

recreation participation in high school, parents' participation in recre-

ation. Activity preferences determined by a checklist of activities di-

vided into ten program areas.

Personality differences appeared to exist when CPI cluster scores and in-

dividual scale scores were compared to activity preferences classified by

program areas. Measures of poise, ascendancy and self-assurance were re-

lated to preferences of drama, oratory, and music activities. Measures

of socialization, maturity, and responsibility were ref. aced to interests

in volunteer and music program areas. Students liking noncompetitive

activities scored high on the personality variables of dominance, good

impression, capacityfor status and mciability. Motor ability and the

amount of recreational participation in high school mere related to pre-

ferences for games, sports and athletics, and for competitive activities.
Religious background was associated with preferences in outdoor recrea-

tional activities. Vocational choice appeared to be a factor influencing

the interests of women for volunteer type activities.

565. Meyer, Martin W. The influence of recreation participation upon the be-

havior of schizophrenic patients. (D) New York University, 1955., 152 pp.

Used two experimental and one control group. Administered the Montrose

Behavior Rating Scale pre-mid-post six month experimental recreation pro-

gram. Findings;

1. A period of active participation in recreation activities, as short as

three months, by schizophrenic patients, hospitalized and inactive for

long periods of time, mill result in a favorable change in their be-

havior.
2. Patients having a recreation program based on their pre-morbid recrea-

tion participation histories, will after three months show a more fa-

vorable change in behavior than the patients participating in recrea-

tion activities not participated in during their pre-morbid days; how-

ever, after six months of active participation in recreation activities,

there was no significant difference in the behavior of the patients

having pre-morbid and no pre - morbid participation experience.

566. Mickelsen, Laurine M. A proposed recreation program for the aging. (M)

University of Utah, 1960, 62 pp.

Evaluated existing program in Salt Lake County and made recommendations
for extensions and improvements.
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567. Mignogna, Milton. The selection of games for use in cases of cardiac in-
sufficiency. (M) New York University, 1932.

568. Mikler, Paul. Recreational activities, interests and needs of students
in three selecLed high schools of Seminole County. (M) University of
Florida, 1948.

569. Mikles, Gale E. Evaluation of selected measures as factors in athletic
performance and sports participation and preference. (D) George Peabody
College for Teachers, 19118.

570. Miller, Forrest Lowell. An analysis of some factors influencing adult

leisure time participation in various sports in the State of Washington.
(M)Wadaington State University, 1951, 68 pp.

571. Miller, James Otis. Coeducational college recreation: the present sta-
tus of its organization and administration. (D) Indiana University, 1950
147 pp.

572. Miller, John Edward. Case study of Murray college mein in recreation

after graduation. (M) George Peabody College for Teachers, 1938.

573. Miller, Lorne. The status of the summer recreational programs of mid-
west and north vest colleges in the United States. (M) University of
North Dakota, 1953

574. Miller, William E. A survey and partial analysis of certain aspects of
senior citizens programs of selected agencies on the south side of Chi-
cago. (M) George Williams College, 1961.

575. Milligan, Leslie. A descriptive study of the organization and administra-
tion of the recreation program at Lockheed Aircraft Corporation in Bur-
bank, California. (M) University of Southern California, 1956.

576. Millman, R. William. Survey and evaluation of personnel practices and
policies of selected college unions. (M) University of Florida, 1959.

577. Milne, William Putnam. An analysis of prescribed recreation in a home
for the aged and disabled. (M) University of Illinois, 1959, 210 pp.

Subjects from V.A. Domiciliary. study includes number rejecting program
and reasons; resultant changes in behavior, attitudes, and interests of

those participating.

578. McKenzie, Rod. Proposed undergraduate and graduate curriculum in recre-
ation. (M) University of ,Toledo, 1961.

579. Milton, Marshall. The place of physical education activities in the new
leisure. (M) George Peabody College for Teachers, 1934.

580. Mi.nahan, Anne L. Relationship of Wisconsin Union student committee ex-
periences to post-college citizenship. (M) University of Wisconsin, 1957.
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581. Mitchell, Claire. Hobbies of a few professional men and women. (M)

George Peabody College Cor Teachers, 1930.

582. MAtterlinE, Ralph. The control of physical education activities outside

of school hours by,or in conjunction with, the Board of Education; a

study of 18 cities of the United States. (M) New York University, 1931.

583. Moffatt, Ruth Jennings. The dance in the life of the early Greeks. (M)

George Peabody College for Teachers, 1912.

584. Moir, Janet Ballantine. The recreation and employment of 89 stadents who

left high school between September 1934 and September 1935. (M) Smith

College, 1936.

585. Mones, Leon. Leisure as a democratic social control. (M) New York Uni-

versity, 1937.

586. Montgomery, John A. A study of the recreation interests and needs of a

neighborhood in Peoria, Illinois. (M) University of Illinois, 1954,

104 pp.

587. Montgomery, Maurice Eldon. Survey and analysis of recreational facili-

ties, program, and needs in the University Park neighborhood, Denver,

Colorado, July, 1947. (M) University of Denver, 1952.

588. Moody, Helen M. Games activities providing opportunities for the develop-

ment of character values. (M) Springfield College, 1960.

589. Moor, Asbury Cumnings, Jr. Origins of thirty-three sports. (D) Univer-

sity of Illinois, 1961, 100 pp.

Sports included: archery golf, ballooning, biddy basketball, canoe slalom,

dog shows, drag boating, duck pin bowling, field archery, go-kart racing,

hot rod racing, midget football, Little League baseball, midget airplane

racing, midget auto racing, organized camping, paddle rackets, pointing

dog field trials, pushball, quarter horse racing, rebound tumbling, re-

triever field trials, roller derby, sand yachting, scuba diving, skeet,

slalom, Spaniel field trials, star class yacht racing, Tennessee walking

horse shows, touch football, water ski jumping, and wheelchair basketball.

590. Moore, Beverly Young. The attitude of college women toward physical ac-

tivity as a means of recreation. (M) University of California, Los

Angeles, 1941.

591. Morgan, James Hunter. A study of the recreation needs and interests of

a selected neighborhood in Rockford Park District, Illinois. (M) Uni-

versity of Illinois, 1961.

592. Morgan, Mabel Helen. An evaluation of physical education activities for

character developing opportunities. (M) George Peabody College for Tea-

chers, 1936.
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593. Morgenson, Donald Frederick. A job analysis of executive directors of
recreation programs in Pennsylvania. (M) Pennsylvania State University,
1952, 108 pp.

594. Moriarty, Thomas Fdward. A study of leadership behavior in the youth
serving agencies of an Oregon community. (D) Universty of Oregon, 1956.

595. Morris, Margaret Ruth. Measured effects on children in the primary
grades from use of selected playground equipment. (D) State University
of Iowa, 1955, 92 pp.

Effects measured involved arm ant shoulder girdle.

5)6. Morris, Sarah. An historical introduction to recreation in South Hadley,
Massachusetts. (M) Springfield College, 1950.

597. Morrow, Richard T. The recreational interests of the inmates at the
California State Men's Colony at San Luis Obispo. (M) California State
Polytechnic College, 1953.

598. Morrow, James Ernest. Methods of promoting and organizing community re-
creation. (M) Louisiana State University, 1939.

599. Mosley, Lobengula. Analysis of two public recreation programs in two ur-
ban communities. (M) George Williams College, 1954.

600. Moss, Joseph B. Hobbies and leisure time activities engaged in by child-

ren of the fifth, sixth, and seventh grades in a Philadelphia elementary
school. (M) Temple University, 191x2.

601. Mumford, Barbara Carol. Current practices in the conduct of public re-
creation programs for the handicapped in the State of Califcrnia. (M)

San Jose State College, 1961.

The public recreation departments in the State of California sere surveyed
to determine the interest in and the location of public recreation pro-
grams for the handicapped. Questionnaires were sent to the administrators
of the existing public recreation department programs for the handicapped
who indicated a willingness to complete this questionnaire concerning the
current practices in the conduct of these programs.

Purpose: to explore the current practices in the conduct of recreation
programs for the handicapped in public recreation departments in the
State of California. Sub-problems: (a) to locate existing programs for
the handicapped in public recreation departments; (b) to ascertain the
interest of recreation administrators in recreation programs for the
handicapped; and (c) to determine the current practices in the conduct of
existing programs for the handicapped.

Procedure: Part I questionnaire was sent to 304 public recreation depart-

ments in the State of California to ascertain the administrators interest
in recreation programs for the handicapped, to locate the existing pro-
grams for the handicapped, and to determine the administrators of the de-
partments offering such programs who would be willing to fill out Part II
questionnaire. This second questionnaire was designed to ascertain the
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the current practices in the conduct of these programs. Upon the return

of the questionnaires the information was tabulated and organized into
specific areas for interpretation and discussion of the findings.

Summary:

There was a return of 185 or 61% of Part I Questionnaire and the follow
ing information was obtained:

the majority of the administrators indicated that, in their opinion,
the public recreation departments should provide segregated programs
for the handicapped only as well as integrated programs for the han
dicapped with the nonhandicped.
59 of the 118 departments responding that did not offer recreation
programs for the handicapped indicated an interest in doing so if

additional information were available.
66 departments offered recreation prc,;rams for the handicapped.
56 of these 66 departments indicated a willingness to complete Part

II questionnaire.

Part II Questionnaire revealed:

over onethird of the 185 public recreation departments responding

offered recreation programs for the handicapped.
over onethird of the total number of recreation departments in the

State of California indicated an interest in initiating recreation
programs for the handicapped or were offering such programs at the

time of this study.

Fortynine or 86% of Part II Questionnaires were returned and the current
practices in the conduct of public recreation programs for the hanlicapped

are indicated by the following conclusions:

1. The majority of the respondents had special advisory committees or con
ferred with other groups, agencies, or individuals in providing recre
ation programs for the handicapped.

2. Most of the public recreation departments received some form of assist
ance Doom other groups, agencies, a individuals in providing recrea

tion programs for the handicapped.
3. The majority of the programs reported were available to the mentally

retarded or physically handicapped and very few were available to the

emotionally disturbed.
4. The public recreation departments conducting programs for the handi

capped seemed to offer the activities of swimming and arts and crafts

most frequently.
5. The public recreation programs for the handicapped that were reported

in this study were offered at regularly scheduled times during the

year.
6. The majority of the programs for the handicapped were on a segregated

basis for the handicapped only rather than on an integrated basis with

nonhandicapped.
7. The departments that provided programs for the handicapped at the time

of this study did not seem to find it necessary to use additional fa

cilities, equipment, or supplies.
8. Most of the public recreation departments did not require specific

qualifications of leaders Who worked with the handicapped, nor did

they offer inservice training programs.
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9. Special insurance seemed to be unnecessary Dor handicapped participa
tion in public recreation programs.

This study disclosed an accelerated increase in the provision of public
recreation programs for the handicapped during the last five years and
revealed that there was not a wide variance in the current practices in
conducting these programs.

, 602. Murray, Eloise. Contribution of the American Indian to leisure time.
(M) George Peabody College for Teachers, 1934.

603. Musser, Malcolm Eugene. Recreation and professional men, a study of the
recreational activities of professional men in Pennsylvania. (M) Penn
sylvania State University, 1936, 62 pp.

604. Myers, Helen B. A survey of volunteer junior leader programs in 156 re
creation departments in the United States. (M) University of Maryland,
1961.

Purpose: to discover and investigate through the use of a questionnaire,
existing volunteer junior leader programs in 156 recreation departments
in the U.S. Junior leaders are defined as boys and girls who volunteer
to give some of their leisure time in service to the activities of a re
creation department and who do not receive a salary or any money for their
service. This study also was concerned with (1) analyzing the content of
existing junior leader programs, (2) discovering if those responding to
the questionnaire felt there was a need for a national recreation volun
teer youth service organization, and (3) conducting preliminary research
to aid in the possible development of a national recreation volunteer
youth service organization.

The data were gathered through the use of questionnaires which were mailed

to 100 recreation departments in the U.S. 170 responses were received;

of these, 156 could be utilized. 616 departments were initially contacted

to discover whether or not they conducted a junior leader program. 24
questions, pertaining to the organization and content of existing junior

leader programslwere asked on the questionnaire.

Findings:

1. Recruiting of and qualifications for junior leaders

In most instances, boys and girls of junior and senior high school age
were sought as Junior Leaders, regardless of experience and/or train
ing. The recreation director or a permanent staff member selected the
Junior Leader personally, although many boys and girls were made aware
of the opportunity by publicity placed in their recreation centers,
schools, and on the playgrounds. Junior Leaders, in most cases, had

no part in the selection of future Junior Leaders. It was felt de
sirable that the volunteers have sufficient interest in the Junior
Leader program, :how leadership ability, have a desire to serve, and
be willing to learn. All four of these requirements, ha/fever, were

not necessary.

All volunteers were not accepted as Junior Leaders and qualifying tests
generally were not given. Of those departments which did require some
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type of test, it usually took th form of an evaluation by the perma-
nent staff, or a personal interview. Occasionally a practical test

was given.

2. Length of service and hours of work

More Junior Leaders were expected to work on playgrounds during the

sunner, although almost as many were asked to serve all year. Pro-
spective Junior Leaders were asked to serve generally two hours per

day, or six to eight hours per week. The majority of respondents who

did not specify the hours of service, stated that the Junior Leaders
were asked to serve as needed rather than for a definite number of

hours.

3. Training

Almost half of the respondents indicated that a required training work-
shop was conducted, in most cases preceding and during the Junior

Leader's term of service. Such workshops were held on the average of

two days, two hours per day. Junior Leaders received training in a

variety of activities and skills, the mode being seven items. Those

activities which were included most often, in order of their frequency,
were: low organized games, crafts, special events, leadership tech-

niques, and highly organized games. New activities were taught to the

Junior Leaders at times other than during the workshop, such as during

staff meetings, or on-th-job.

I. Duties and responsibilities

The duties and responsibilitie s of a junior leader were varied but
most often they were required to assist the full-time leader when
needed, issue and collect equipment and supplies, organize athletic
teams, and act as coaches, managers, officials, scorekeepers and time-
keepers for athletic events.

5. Meetings

It was indicated that most departments did not hold staff meetings for

Junior Leaders only, nor did such groups have their min officers. Staff

meetings were held on the average of once a week in those departments

which held separate Junior Leader staff meetings.

6. Organizational pattern

The majority of Junior Leader prograns did not use any type of manual,
constitution, or by-laws, uniform or dues. Of those who did use any

of these in their program, a manual was indicated most often.

Over 40 departments have had a volunteer Junior Leader program for

ten or more years, and the majority of respondents felt that there

was a need for a national organization or club for young people in-

terested in volunteer recreation service.

7. Compensation

It was stated that in most cases, the only compensation a Junior Lea-

der received was a certificate. They often were given picnics or par-

ties, and a badge or recognition. It was noteworthy that a row re-
spondents indicated that consideration for a future job was adequate

compensation for some Junior Leaders.
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8. Laws relative to employment

There appeared to be a general lack of knowledge of State child labor

and local curfew laws. Some departments were not aware of whether or

not there were such laws in effect in their State, and often within the
same state there was a difference of opinion in regard to whether or
not there was a child labor law.

The study was conducted during the spring and summer semesters, 1960.

605. Myers, Tom. A study of intramural and student union recreation programs

in selected American universities. (M) Bowling Green State University,

606. Nash, Jay Bryan. Governmental powers and responsibilities in the organi
zation and administration of playground and recreational activities. (D)

New York University, 1929.

607. Nastich, Thaddeus M. A study of the potential use of Angel Island as a

park and recreation area. (M) University of California, Los Angeles,

1956.

608. Naylor, Jay H. An analysis of the leisure time activities of Brigham
Young University male students living on campus. (M) Brigham Young Uni

versity, 1959, 55 pp.

609. Neal, Daniel R. Responsibility of the Board of Education and Recreation
Commission in the promotion of play, physical education and community re

creation. (M) New York University, 1932.

610. Neai..11 Erminie A. Methods of locating theses and dissertations in the
field of health, physical education, and recreation with a classified
list of all theses and dissertations written since 1929 (M) Louisiana
State University, 1940.

611. Nelson, Esther R. A recreation survey of Washington, Illinois. (M)

University of Illinois, 1961, 110 pp.

612. Nelson, Lois S. Teaching outline of a course in community recreation.

(M) New York University, 1940.

613. Nelson, Frederick B. Survey and analysis of safety in the city pools of

Austin, Texas. (N) University of Texas, 1954, 142 pp.

614. Nesbitt, Uanda Whicher. Homemade play apparatus and equipment. (M) Un
iversity of North Carolina. 1951.

615. Nevin, Perot. Haw elementary school districts and other public community

agencies work together in developing community recreation programs. (M)
University of Redlands, 1956.

616. Newell, John Robinson. Recreational interests of college alumni and

their evaluation of college physical education. (M) Springfield College,

1938.
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617. Newton, Thomas Atwood. Recreational program of Works Progress Administra-

tion in Illinois district five. (M) George Peabody College for Teachers,

1940.

618. Nicholson, Mary Patton. An evaluation of recreation programs in Massa-

chusetts Institutions for Juvenile delinquents. (M) Smith College, 1956.

61.9. Nish, Walter Orison. A study of the organization and administration of
the recreation program of the Industrial United Service Organization.
(M) Louisiana State University, 1944.

620. Nixon, Richard E. A study of the use of time by a Negro gang in the area
of Englewood as compared with the use of time by a white gang in the same

area. (M) George 'Williams College, 1961.

621. Noftle, Norman John. A survey of the summer activities of the public

school pupils in Springfield, Massachusetts. (M) Springfield College,

1936,

622. Nordlinger, John H. A study to determine hag completely the summer play-
ground program is meeting the recreational needs of the school children
of Chelsea, Michigan. (M) University of Michigan, 1958, 60 pp.

623. Noss, Jerome Reed. A determination of the relationship of various phases
of automotive sport with health, physical education and recreation. (M)

Ohio State University, 1958.

624. Novander, Kenneth L. A study of insurance practices of public recreation

agencies in the State of Illinois. (M) University of Illinois, 1958, 80 p.

Includes reasons upon which insurance practices are based.

625. Novotny, George Washington. Guides for developing industrial recreation

programs: with special reference to North American Aviation, Inc., Colum-

bus, Ohio, Division. (D) Teachers College, Columbia University, 1956.

Before setting up program, basic guides relative to employee interests,
basic philosophy and principles should be established.

626. Nunes, Anthony J. The effects of intensive competition on the child.
(M) California State Polytechnic College, 1955.

62's. Oakes, Ryan P. A survey of present practices in the conduct of recreation

programs in neuropsychiatric hospitals. (M) Ithaca College, 1951.

628. Oborn, Gordon E. Tenure of scoutmasters. (M) University of Utah, 1959,

96 pp.

Endeavored to find factors which influence the voluntary tenure of scout -
maste2s in the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints units of the

Salt Lake Council, Boy Scouts of America.

629. O'Brien, Lorraine. In-service education for Board of Education personnel;

special reference to New York City. (D) Teachers College, Columbia
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University, 1958.

In an analysis of two NYC school districts, recreaLion in an educationalsetting is described and techniques an,1 principles of in-service trainingare discussed as aplied to the recreation syr,tem.

630. Okrafosmart, William C. The leisure-',Ime activities of West African Stu-dents in their homelands and during their resideme in Chicago. (M)George Williams Coll ege, 1959.

Questionnaire study based on responses of 50 students from Ghana, Liberiaand Nigeria who wore studying in the Chicago Metropolitan area. Purpose:to assist these students to more properly use their leisure time so thatthey may utilize "wholesome
and enjoyable recreational facilities fortheir social, spiritual, and cultural growth,"

631. Oliphant, Joseph Dietrich. A survey of the leisure-time activities andinterests of high school boys in Webster Parish, Louisiana. (M) LouisianaState University, 1939.

632. Oliver, John A. H. A study of connnunity programs for the aged; older
adult division of the Jewish Community Center,

Hartford,Connecticut. (M)University of Connecticut, 1959.

633. Olmsted, Natalie. A study of the need of junior high school boys andgirls for year-round swimming facilities in the north section of Seattle.(M) University of Washington, 195b

634. Olsen, Ralph K. A study of industrial recreation in Salt Lake County.(M) University of Utah, 1953.

635. Olson, Arvid R. A history of the development of square dancing as a re-creational activity in the State of Illinois from the early 19401s tothe present. (M) University of Illinois, 1961, 77 pp.

Sources of data: records of various organizational personal letters andscrapbooks of interested persons, interviews, and personal observations.Secondary sources included books, magazines, and newspapers.

European folk dancing provided the roots of modern square dancing. Whenthe U.S. was colonized the people settling in this country brought withthem the traditions, customs, and folk lores of their home countries.Square dancing can be traced back to the early days of colonial America.During the 18001s its spread throughout the country and became acceptedas a worthwhile recreational activity.

Square dancing in Illinois is as old as the first settlers who moved westfrom the East Coast. During the past twenty years the International
Square Dance Festival in Chicago and the various state square dance organ-izations, namely, the Chicago Area Callers' Association, the Illinois
Federation of Square Dance Clubs, and the Illinois Square Dance CallersAssociation have actively promoted square dancing in Illinois. Thesegroups sponsor special events, publish newsletters, train callers andleaders, and publicize square dancing in the State.
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In the metropolitan areas of Champaign-Urbana and Moline-Rock Islard the
development of square dancing; during the past two decades was traced and

recorded. These two areas are typical of the State as a who3e and were

selected as samples for intensive study. It was found that square danc-
ing was primarily an activity for rural families in the 1930's and early
19401s.

After World War II square dancing moved into the cities and few in popu-

larity as a recreational activity.

At the present time thousands of people in Illinois square dance regular-

ly for fun and reJaxation. Scout troops, 4-H, YMCA, YWCA, church, school
and many other groups have square dances. Square dancing has evolved
through the years to become a part of the activities Americans enjoy. It
is a part of the heritage of ou r country.

636. Olson, Dorothy. An analysis of refererces and resources related to pub-

lic relations for local recreation agencies. (M) University of Illinois

(in progress).

637. Olson, Jean A. The responsibilities and potentials of public libraries

in regard to recreation. (M) University cf Illinois, 1956, 94 pp.

Concluded that librarians do have a responsibility for educatiig the

public in the wise use of leisure; but should sponsor only those activi-
ties whfr fit into the library's program and are not provided by other
community agencies.

638. Olson, Leonard J. Degree of existing cooperation between the schools and

community recreational groups in North Dakota. (N) University of North

Dakota, 1950.

639. Olson, Muriel Murphy. A comparison of the personnel practices of the
Baltimore l'ureau of Recreation with those of related agencies, depart-
ments and selected cities. (M) University of Maryland, 1955.

640. Olson, R. A. Attitudes concerning recreation with reference to socio-
economic status, children's participation, and other factors. (M) Uni-

versity of California, Los Angeles, 1948.

641. Orr, Laurence E. Proposed recreation program for Alamosa, Colorado. (M)

University of Wyoming, 1955.

642. Orsers Robert D. The eastern slope of the high Sierra as a recreation

area. (M) University of California, Los Angeles, 1961.

643. Ortmayer, Roland L. Intramural sports participation at the State College

of Washington with special reference to scholastic achievement. (M)

Washington State University, 1959, 79 pp.

Findings: that 50% of the undergraduate men during the 1958-59 year par-

ticipated in intramuralsmithout adversely affecting their scholastic
efforts.
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644. Osnato, Eva J. Enriching the program of physical education of the New
York City high school for girls in light of the objecti7e: worthy use of
leisure time. (D) New York University, 1941.

645. Otterstad, Richard Nelson. A study of the backgrounds of managers of
Little League teams in San Diego. (M) San Diego State College, 1958,
62 pp.

646. Ovid, Ruby E. Recreational facilities for the Negro in Manchester. (M)
University of Pittsburgh. 1952.

647. Padden, Donald A. An investigation of the effect of submersion upon the
sense of orientation of deaf swimmers. (M) University of Maryland, 1956.
Reported in Research Quarterly 30:203-214, May, 1959.

648. Palmer, James J. A critical evaluation by teachers of the effects and
value of Little League baseball on elementary ;6c131 boys while in a
:school environment. (M) Boston University, 19

649. Palmer, Stuart. The leisure-time activities of one hundred boys and
girls in Manhasset, New York, who have left high school. (M) New York
University, 1940.

650. Pape, Lawrence Albert. A recreational program for the handicapped child
in a large city. (M) Ohio State University, 1939.

651. Parmelee, Hetta Louise. A case study of recreational social treatment.
(M) Smith, Cllege, 1925.

652. Parker, Mildred. Tricks, stunts and optical illusions for recreational
leaders. (M) George Peabody College for Teachers, 1932.

653. Perrino, Dionisio. South Bronx Community Center; an analysis of a com-
munity school in an urbo heterogeneous area. (D) New York University,
1954.

654. Parrish, Frances M. Local government expenditures for recreation in
Wisconsin, 1952. (M) University of Wisconsin, 1956.

Only 29.5% of 2,327 governmental units surveyed, reported any expenditure
for recreation.

655. Pashkovsky, Nadya. An analysis of the functions of public day centers
and recreation clubs in meeting the needs of the aged. (M) New York Un-
iversity, 1956.

656. Patterson, Robert Jacob. A survey of recreational activities in the 1952
summer schools of the northeastern United States. (M) Springfield Col-
lege, 1952.

657. Pavek, Bernice W. A study of the recreational practices and preferences
of North Dakota youth. (M) University of North Dakota, 1960.
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658. Peace, Ja:r.es S. A manual of the organization and conduct of an intra-

mural recr-oional prerrram for colleges and universities. (D) New York

Un '.vers (9)i3

659. Pearson, Ross N. Recreation and its significance in the economy of Oge-

maw County, Michigan. (D) University of Michigan, 1954E 158 pp.

Approaches study from view of importance of re-h-eation to local inhabi-

tants. Deals with factors contributing to the development. of recreation,

recreational facilities and activities, recreation and the laid, recrea-

tion as a source of income.

660. Peebles, John, rile construction and application of a recreation direc-

tor's rating s. .le for day camping as conducted by the City of Los Ange-

.Les Department of Recreation and Parks. (M) Uniyersity of Southern Cal-

ifornia, 1955

661. Peelle, James Earhart. A national study of industrial bowling during

1939-40. (M) Purdue University, 1941.

662. Peery, EVerett David. Group games for orthopedically handicapped child-

ren. (0) University of Oregon, 1961.

663. Perry, Doyt Leatherman. A study of recreational tendencies of a group of

mental patients. (M) Ohio State University, 1938.

664. Perry, Mary Lucile. The development of physical education and physical

recreation at El Cerrito High School, 1941-1952. (D) University of Cal-

ifornia, Berkeley. 1953.

665. Peterson, Russell Edward. A study of renent governmental participation

in recreation. (M) Springfield College, 1937.

666. Pheanis, Jack W. A study of the public recreation program of DeKaIbl

Illinois. (M) Northern Illinois University, 1955.

667. Philips, Walter E. An analysis of the financial practices and procedures

of selected community recreation agencies in Illinois. (M) University of

Illinois, 1954.

668. Phillips, Brucille Labelle. Recreation in industry. (M) George Peabody

College for Teachers, 1926.

669. Phillips, John W. A study of YMCA young adult co-ed clubs. (M) George

Williams College, 1961.

670. Pierce, Juanita H. (Jordan). The organization and administration of

health, physical education, and recreation in the Atlanta University Cen-

ter. (D) New York University, 1946.

671. Pike, Alfred Lee. The status of employee recreation personnel and recom-

mendations fGr their experience and education. (M) University of Illi-

nois, 1957, 89 pp.
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Education, experience, job analysis, job benefits, and estimates of the
future of industrial recreation directors studied.

672. Pittman, Carrie M. Physical education activities included in the recrea-
tional therapy programs of mental hospitals. (M) University of Michigan,

]9h8.

673. Pleckinger, Joseph A. The study of concession practices of public parks
and recreation agencies in the State of Illinois. (M) University of Il-

linois, 1959, 87 pp.

Analysis of 161 park districts, 25 recreation departments.

674. Plitt, Marina O. Modern dancing as an aid in psychotherapeutics. (M)

New York University, 1948.

675. Plotnicki, Ben A. The development of an instrument for evaluation of an

in-service graduate assistantship program in physical education and recre-
ation. (D) Boston University, 1960, 177 pp.

Instrument developed for use at University of Tennessee, but could be

adapted to other institutions. Data collected included questionnaire to
134 former graduate assistants.

676. Poier, Harold W. A survey of summer recreation programs in the small
communities of the Red River Valley and adjacent areas. (M) University

of North Dakota, 1954.

677. Polk, Otho Moody. Home-made play apparatus for school yards and play-

grounds. (U) George Peabody College for Teachers, 1936.

678. Popes, Constance Annette. Possible contribution of group work.to a con-
valescent setting for children with rheumatic heart disease. (M) Boston

University, 1951.

679. Popp$ Mary Joan. A study of religious attitudes as they relate to modern
dance and social dance in the school curriculum,. (M) Ohio State Univer-
sity, 1956, 135 pp.

680. Powdermaker$ Therese. Physical education play activities for girls in

junior and senior high schools. (D) New York University, 1937.

681. Powell, Robert David. Leisure activities of five hundred Atlanta junior

high school )upils. (M) George Peabody College far Teachers, 1934.

682. Prevail, Eixie Ann. A comparative analysis ofleisure interests and lei-
sure pursuits of undergraduate students at the University of North Caro-

lina. (M) University of North Carolina, 1961.

683. Prezioso, Sal J. Analysis of selected problems in public recreation.
(D) Teachers College, Columbia University, 1954.
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684. Priebe, Mary Wilhelmina. A survey of the expressed recreation interests

of selected patients hospitalized with leprosy. (M) West Virginia Uni-

versity, 1952.

685. Pritchard, Earle E. A survey and critical analysis of the modern ten-

dencies in the accepted best practices of administering the adult, lay,

group leadership in certain play and physical education organizations

operating "character handily through recreation" programs. 00 New

York University, 1930.

686. Pritchard, Earle E. The organization and management of physical educa-

tion, recreation and health education sources and materials in a local

central office. (D) New York University, 1932.

687. Proctor, Kenneth F. A survey of the after school leisure time activities

of 100 high school freshmen boys. (M) Claremont University College, 1956.

688. Pruzan, Max. A history of the North Carolina Recreation Society. (M)

University of North Carolina (in progress).

689. Query, David B. A method of organizing a recreation program for a small

suburban village. (M) University of Cincinnati, 1953.

690. Baby, Betty Brown. The utilization of leisure time by the graduates of

%imam's College. Classes of 1945 and 1949. 00 Woman's College, Univer-

sity of North Carclina, 1953.

691. Ramey, John Henry. The use of the social group work method in athletic
activities: an analysis of the program in a social settlement gymnasium

during a period of transition from an emphasis on the social development

of the membership, Chicago Commons, Oct. 1, 1949 to May 1, 1950. (M)

Ohio State University, 1950.

692. Raven, Travis Roland. A recreation sarley and proposed program for Lock-

hart, Texas. (M) University of Texas, 1952, 106 pp.

693. Readyoff, Thomas J. The growth of industrial-sponsored musical organiza-

tions and its effect on school music. (M) University of Michigan, 1959.

Finding: music as a part of an industrial recreation program provides an

opportunity for high school graduates to continue music activity.

694. Redman Alice Lois. A study of the recreational interests of different

age and sex groups of four --H club members in Marion County, Missouri.

(M) University of Maryland, 1959.

Sample: 151 boys and 162 girls, ages nine through seventeen.
Findings led to the conclusions that club members did vary according to

both age and sex in their interests and participation in all nine kinds

of recreation commonly found at 4-H club Meetings in Marion County. There

was not a great difference in all kinds of recreation.

Square dancing was the most popular kind of recreation. Relay and can -

petitive games, special parties, and group singing were also popular.
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Participation in recreation with manbers their ovn age was preferred by
both boys and girls as they grew older. Playing in a group that included
both boys and girls was preferred by both toys and girls in all age groups.
Partner-type games were preferred by more younger than older members.

Receiving training in leading recreal,ion was desired by both boys and
girls. Girls, but not boys, desired training in leading group singing.

In other areas of recreation, social activities and individual sports
were most popular for girls. Boys interests were divided fairly even
between team sports, individual sports, and outdoor activities.

These and other findings justify the following recommendations:

1. Four-H clubs have at least fifteen to dirty minutes of recreation at
club meetings.

2. Recreational events be planned for different age vJuns and adapted to
meet interests of both boys and girls.

3. More training given in leading recreation,
4. A wide variety of recreation needs to be planned to net individual

and group interests.

Data secured from questionnaires filled in at club meetings.

695. Reed, Janes A. The development of extension recreation in-Pennsylvania
with special emphasis on the period from 1948 to 1953. (D) University

of Pittsburgh, 1956.

696. Reese, Patricia. The con parative use of synchronized swimming and stroke

improvement swimming as recreational therapy tools with selected psychi-
atric patients. (M) Florida State University, 1962.

One group of psychiatric patients let twice a week to improve strokes;
another group twice a week for synchronized instruction. Experiment con-

ducted for four weeks. Participants required to attend the first three
sessions, then attendance was voluntary. Patients rated at beginning on
the MACC Adjustment Scale to establish a general hospital behavior rating
(rated by a nurse, doctor, 0.T.) On the basis of observed participant
responses during the activity each patient received a behatior adjustment
rating during the course of each week of the experiment.

697. Rehberg, Clark F. Recreation for handicapped children. (M) University
of. Michigan,

698. Reich, Charles Miller. History of recreation education at The Pennsyl-
vania State University: the curriculum, research, and extension services.
(M) Pennsylvania Ste University, 1958, 87 pp.

699. Reich, Fred H. A study of public relations policies in selected local
public recreation agencies. (M) University of Illinois, 1955.

700. Reich, Howland J., Jr. An analysis of industrial recreation program
plans for retirement and for retired employees. (M) Purdue University,
1958.
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Study includes nrowth of pronramr, employee prepar.tion for retirement,
and prograws mad,- a.vai 13.1.1 e t o retired em;.) (,yt:cs.

701. Reitz, Monroe D. Ro:c of health, physical. education, and recreation as a
basis for advanef Iv Indian ed»cat, ion. (H) Uni.-:ersi ty o I Cai i fornia, Los
Angeles, 1954, 163 pp.

702. Richards, Verlyn D. An account :Tx, system for the college union. (M)

Kansas State University, 1959.

Includes organi r.at.i on, sales accounting, purchasing a nd nven tory con troll
budget, et al.

703. Richers on , William. A roe roati. on survey of Kirksville, Missouri. (M)

Northeast Missouri State Teachers College.,

704. Richter, Heinz William. The effects of recreation therapy on mentally
ill patients. (M) University of Utah, 1957, 103 pp.

The effect of recreation therapy on the organic fitness and social ad-
justment of schizophrenic malc patients at DeWitt State Hospital, Auburn,
California, during a 3 nonth period in 1955.

705. Richert, Robert Benjamin. Participation of citizens in advisory commit-
tees and administrative boards: selected dfichigan cities, 1945-1952. (D)

University of Michigan, , 391 pp.

Study of 348 citizen committees in 115 Mi ehigan cities via questionnaire.

706. Riding er, William H. Principles and policies for the argani zati on and ad-
ministration of school-community recreation. (D) New York University,
1962.

Five specific sub-problems:
1. to trace the development of organized recre;-t ion in the U.S. with par-

ticular reference to the role that education has played in its devel-
opment.

2. to determine the characteristics of school-community recreation, as it
developed in the State of New York.

3. to ascertain the factors, conditions and problems existing which affect
the planning, organization, aclinistrat.ion, and operation of school-
community recreation in relation to sub-problems two and three.

4. to develop policies necessary for the successful establishment ar.ci
operations of school-community recreation.

Subjects: 30 public school superintendcnts, 20 school recreation direc-
tors, and 10 assorted public recreation administrators and recreation
educators all within New York State. Data was collected through the use
of specifically designed surveys, questionnaires and check-lists -with re-
liability established through interview follow up of one-third of the
subjects.
Findings: In general it was found that school districts are operating re-
creation with little or no concern for the philosophical and functional
differences between education and recreation. Few have a philosophy,



objectives, guiding principles and operating policies for recreation in

an educational setting. There was found to be, perhaps as a result,
critical differences of opinion concerning the role, status and function
of recreation in organized education between school superintendents and
school recreation administrators. As a consequence, a number of majlr
problems that exist and are seen by recreation leaders as limiting the
effectiveness of school centered recreation are not considered important
by school superintendents and, therefore, are never resolved. Indications

are that the greatest difference between education and recreation occurs
in the area of methodology and that the most vital reed is for guiding
principles designed to safeguard the integrity and uniqueness of recrea
tion in the educational matrix. Inescapable conclusions are that school
centered recreation is not education in the usual sense and, therefore,
as a district area of service and human endeavor should have guide lines
of its own.

707. Riley, Howard E. A study of parental concern of delinquent and nonde
linquent boys' parents for the boys' proper use of his leisure time. (M)
George Williams College, 1959, 39 pp.

708. Ritchie, Paul Dorman. The identification of certain outdoor activities
to be included in a college physical education program for men. (D) Uni
versity of Missouri, 1958, 219 pp.

Includes student participation, interest, and sources of learning for out

door recreational activities.

709. Roberts, Loyd Thomas. A survey of recreational facilities and possibili
ties in the FourthLbngressional District, (of Louisiana). (M) Louisiana

State University, 1939.

710. Roberts, Oren Ernest. A survey of recreational activities within six re
presentative denominations. (M) George Peabody College for Teachers,

1932.

711. Robinson, Reginald. The leisure time activities of public school children
from ten to eighteen years of age attending junior high school and living

on the lower west side of New York City. (D) New York University, 1936.

712. Robinson, Violeta Compagnoni. The effects of psychodance with neuro
psychiatric patients. (M) MacMurry College, 1957.

713. Rodney, Lynn S. The structure of public recreation in the Los Angeles
area a study of local and regional administrative patterns and facility
development. (D) University of Michigan, 1954, 367 pp.

Concerned with origin, development, ard present status of administrative
practices and facility development for public recreation, in area indi
cated in title with the governmental problems presented by the regional
aspects.

714. Rogers, Cephas. Suggested and selected activities for a play program in
the small West Virginia city. (M) New York University, 1929.
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715. Rogers, Virginia Doyle. Children's choicer of leaders. (D) Stanford Un-
iversity, 1954, 3h2 pp.

Data by interview. Inquires into leadership chcices of elemntary grade
children as to range of choice and nature of reason for choice.

716. Rook, Albion Earl, Jr. A preliminary study of interpreting recreation in

contemporary society. (M) University of North Carolina, 1958.

Examination of literature over the past 30 years.

717. Ros, Paz de Mingo Melitou. Hobby participation of high school and college

students as related to their scholastic aptitude, the educational attain-
ment of their parents, and other factors. (D) Colorado State College of

Education, Greeley.

718. Rose, Jack Anthony. A study of recreation programs offered by selected

juvenile detention homes in the United States, 1951:. (M) University of

Washington, 1951, 112 pp.

719. Rosen, Elizabeth Ruth. Dance in the therapy of psychotic patients. (D)

Columbia University, 1956.

720. Rosenberg, Donald Louis. A handbook of materials and procedures for in-

dustrial dramatics. 00 Purdue University, 1958.

The specific nature of, the amount of interest in, and the current acti-
vity in irriustrial dramatics.

721. Rosenfeld, Joseph. Leisure-time activities of junior high school boys;
a study of lower East side of Manhattan. (M) New fork University, 1932.

722. Ross, Stanley Hamilton. The recreational industry of Colorado. (M) Uni-

versity of Colorado, 1954.

723. Rotunno Martin A. A statistical study to examine the amount of know-

ledge effected by recreation experiences in music. (M) University of

Illinois, 1961, 137 pp.

Problem: to measure the amount of knowledge gained by college undergrad-
uate students who have participated or who were participating in music as
leisure-time pursuits, and to compare the knowledge acquired by these
students with that of those students majoring in music and with that of
other students with very limited fornal or recreation experiences in mu-

sic.

Information was gathered about undergraduate college student's musical

experiences by the use of two different types of music questi onnaires.
Students responding to the questionnaires were placed into three groups
- music major group, recreation music experience group, and limited music

experience group according to information dOtained on the questionnaires.
129 stulents selected in the three groups were given a standardized music
test to calculate the amount of knowledge by each group. This test was

the Aliferis Music Ichievement Test (college level).
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Conclusions: It has been found that by opmparini7 music test scores of stu
dents as classified in the three groups in this study, the groups differ
significantly in test scores according to their musical e)q)criences. The
individuals in the recreation music experience group score much higher
than Lhe individuals in the limited music experience group. At the same
time, the individuals in the recreation music experience group, although
SZoring significantly higher than the limited music experience group, do
not score nearly as high aAhose in the music major grnup. Therefore,
based upon these statistical comparisons of groups, it may be concluded
that recreation leaders througl. recreational music activities have con
tributed quantitatively to musical knowledge gained through participation
in music as a leisuretime pursuit.

72h. Routh, Roberta M. Guidelines for the selection of volunteer leaders in
the Girl. Scout program. (M) University of California, Los Angeles, 1954,
122 pp.

725. Boys, Keith Benjamin. The collection and analysis of certain information
to facilitate the organization of an employees' recreation association
at the Pacific Car andkoundry Company, Renton, Washington. (M) Univer-
sity of Washington, 1955, 83 pp.

726. Ruby, George Edward, Jr. Parent, guidance of children's leisure reading.
(D) Yale University, 1956.

727. Rugg, John E. A critical analysis of basic concepts and implications for
community youth centers. (M) University of California, Los Angeles, 1951.

728. Ruud, Carl E. A proposed course of study in recreation ("recreology")
for secondary schools. (M) University of Illinois, 1958, 79 pp.

A high school course with objective to educate youth for leisure. Points

up needs as well as content of course.

729. Sadlo, Lola Marie. An exploration of factors related to leadership of re
creation directors in selected major cities, as determined by biographical
data (D) University of Southern California, 1957, 410 pp.

Municipal and school recreation personnel in six major cities.

Conclusions: biographical datamethod as used in this investigation showed
only limited promise of usefulness for selection and training of recrea
tion leaders.

730. Sadlo, Lola. Improvement of supervision in recreation through utiliza
tion of the "critical incident" technique. (M) University of Southern
California, 1955.

731. Salit, Gladys M. Recreation day center facilities for the aging in New
York City. (M) New York University, 1952.
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of local full -time public recreation administrative personnel in the State
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Pennsylvania State University, 1957, 74 PP.
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sity, 1943.

741. Saville, Carson Franklin, Jr. A comparative analysis of the recreation

programs of selected state hospitals for the mentally ill in North Car-

olina. (M) University of North Carolina, 1962.

The survey was a comparison of the recreation programs of the four North

Carolina state hospitals for the mentally ill at Butner, Goldsboro, Mor-

ganton, and Raleigh. The staff, facilities, organizational structure
and program activities of each institution were analyzed and compared.

These data were then compared with the results of a national study on re-

creation in hospitals.

Significant conclusions were: North Carolina hospital recreators studied

are below national averages in salary, education and experience. How-

ever, they displayed a high degree of professional desire for nearly all

were members of some professional organization and certified by some a-

gency.

7142. Sayer, Juanita Hudson. The certification of recreation personnel. (M)

Washington State University, 1958, 97 pp.

Includes philosophical background, present status and programs of recre-

ation certification, opinions as to how certification should be organized,

recommendations.
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746. Schnechenburger, Walter George. A Study to determine the most advisable
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(Louisiana). (M) Louisiana State University, 1942.

747. Schneider, Arthur E. The management of county forest lands in Minnesota.

(D) University of Washington, 1953, 193 pp.

Presents foundation material on the origin of Minnesota's public lands

to show the setting and primary basis for state and bounty land actions.
Current data on forest land ownership in Minnesota's fourteen cutover
counties.

748. Schnetzler, John. Attempts to improve mental health in Seneca County

high schools through planned programs of recreation. (M) Bowling Green
State University, 1961.

749. Schoengood, George. An inquiry into the need for recreation planning in

the city of New York. (M) New York University, 1948.

750. Schoengood, George. The organization and administration of public recre

ation in the State of New York. (D) New York University, 1953.

751. Scholer, Elmer Arthur. A history of the organized recreation movement in

Decatur, Illinois. (M) University of Illinois, 1957, 159 pp.

752. Scholer, Elmer Arthur. The public recreation system of Norway. (D) Uni

versity of Illinois, 1960, 334 pp.

753. Schroeder, Louis C. The organization and administration of the recrea
tion department, Emergency Relief Bureau, Works Division, City of New

York. (11) New York University, 1935.

754. Schornhorst, Florene Ione. An analytical study of the social recreational

interests of a selected group of semiintegrated women college students.
(M) University of Norti" Dakota, 1957.

755. Schultz, John H. Tort liability in public parks and recreation 1950 to

1960. (M) University of Illinois, 1961.

Purpose: to examine the attitudes of the courts in litigations involving
a municipal corporation's liability for torts with iespect to the pro
vision of public parks and recreation services during the period 1950 to
1960.
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104 cases were briefed from which data obtained.

Findings:

Tort actions are generally based on either alleged negligence or the al-

leged maintenance of a nuisance on the part of the defendant. The major-

ity of tort actions have been brought against municipalities for alleged

negligence of the city's employees, agents or officers.

The basic question involved in negligent actions has been whether a mun-

icipal corporation, in providing parks and recreation services, performs

a governmental duty or a proprietary duty. The importance of this dis-

tinction has been evident since recovery is denied if the negligence oc-

curs in the performance of a governmental Danction and is allowed if the

negligent act occurs in the performance of a proprietary function. The

doctrine of "sovereign immunity" does not apply, however, if a city has

been found to be maintaining a nuisance, regardless of the type of func-

tion being performed.

The late cases have indicated that the legal situation, pertaining to

parks and recreation, his not changed to any great extent since Dyer and

Lichtig's study in 1949. According to the findings of the 1949 study,

26 states considered parks and recreation to be a governmental function,

]1 states held that parks and recreation was proprietary function, and

8 states were not classified because of the lack of sufficient informa-

tion. The late cases have indicated 27 states and the D.C. are govern-

mental function states, 15 states are proprietary states, and 8 states

remain unclassified because of insufficient information.

The late cases have also indicated that certain special factors have been

considered in tort liability cases.

1. Safe conditions -- the failure to maintain safe onditions in parks

and recreation areas has been the basis of many actions in proprie-

tary function states. Several have enacted legislation which imposes

liability on cities for failure to maintain safe conditions in and on

public property, including parks and recreation area. Safe-place sta-

tubes have been enacted in California, Washington, Wisconsin, Iowa,

and Ohio (governmental function states), and in Oregon and South Da-

kota (proprietary function states.)

2. Fees and charges -- Although no definite trend has been established,

it can reasonably be assumed that incidental income from fees has not

caused an activity to be considered a proprietary rather than a govern-

mental function. However, it appears that if a park is operated for

profit, or if the income is substantial, the activity is considered to

be a proprietary function of government and thus the city can be held

liable. Several states have rejected the entire theory of fees and

charges being a determining factor in the type of function being per-

formed.

3. Liability insurance -- in two jurisdictions, both governmental Rule-

tion states, the purchase of liability insurance has constituted a

waiver of the sovereign immunity to the extent of the coverage, thus

holding the city liable, through its insurer, for negligence. In pro-

prietary states, liability insurance has been recommended and is con-

sidered adequate protection against adverse judgments of the courts.
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Oregon State College, 19h8.
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individual activities, passive self- entertainment., team activities.
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761. Scott, Ethel Olivia Scott. An analysis of the relationship of personality
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ferred leisure activities. (M) University of North Carolina, 1962.

Activities: camping, golf, reading, fishing, square dancing, photography,
ceramics. Rosenberg value orientation test modified to use leisure
choices indices as life goals.

762. Scott, Frank L. A study of the origin of recreation activities of male
students at San Diego State College. (D) University of Michigan,

Home and father most influential in choice of activity; broken-home stu-
dents consistently chose fewer activities; peer groups had most influence

on social activities; students with highest grades had a higher precentage
of cultural activities.

763. Scott, Harriet J. Pavo Recreation Association. (M) Florida State Uni
versity, 1958.

764. Scott, Ken George. The status of rural recreation in selected communi-
ties in Indiana. (M) Purdue University, 1941.

765. Scott, Walter W. Promotion of the recreational use of state forests with
special reference to Pennsylvania. (M) University of Pennsylvania, 1952,
68 pp.

766. Sears, Arthur. A study of the method for supervising field work students
employed by leisure time agencies. (M) George Williams College, 1959,
68 pp.

767. SedL Jose I. Playgrounds and non-commercialized recreation in Puerto

Rico; a survey program. (M) New York University, 1944.
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768. Seehach, Richar! J. 'qualif!"ations of snecial rervires porsonrcl in the
United tit o' Air Fcrcro. (v) 3tarp University, 19cP, Ch po.

769. SelfPrt, Elyro<-! Paul. Th recreitional activitie- t, t-)1,rr in selected

Utah districts. (V) Pn'y,rrIty of 1(g;!:, 22i: cc.

770. Selmikeit, Art.,:r F. The An'errelationshipo of recreation and physical

education in the '"niter'. States. (N) University of Wisconsin, 1957. 79 pp.

771. Sellers, Yinrie. A manual for the construction and equi;rent of school

playgrounds. (N) George Peabody College for Teanhers, 1930.

772. Sessoms, Ranson Douglas. An analysis of the leadership functions per-
formed within various recreation agencies and their effect upon the de-

velopment of recreation an a pi-ofessi on. (D) New York Urfiversity, 1959.

Analyzed ivadership duties and personal qualifications of recreation per-

sonnel in North Carolina. Sample included private-voluntary arencies,

public agencies, industries, and hospitals. A master listing of 118 du-

ties and 6 major qualifications were developed and reviewed by a jury of

four. Each recreator employed by she sample organizations checked those

duties he performed am; ranked in order the importance of the qualifica-

tions he felt necessary for his job performance. Also each gave his job

title and described briefly the type of work done. Later the duties were

grouped into 18 major duty functions. 39 agencies participated. Three

job levels were used - exec.otive, sunervisory, direct leadership.

Results:

1. Few differences in the types of duties performed at each level (exe-

cutive, supervisory, direct leadership) by those within that level re-

gardless of agency affiliatior. Highest commonality was observed at

the supervisory level where some 117% of all duties were performed by

-5% of the workers. The greatest differences ;Appeared at the direct

_eadership level. Definite position levels are identifiable based

upon the types of duties perfe-,,,A although few duties are the tasks

of a specific level.

2. Six major persona' qualifications: moral character, awareness of de-

moorate ideals, Good health, professional proficiency, intellectual

capacities and social capacities. Only slight differences appeared in

the ranking of these qual3fications. Moral character and professional

proficie were ranked as the most important qualifrcations by the

executives and supervisors, while social capacities ranked high, along

with moral character, as needed qualifications for the performance of

direct leadership personnel's tasks. Awareness of democratic ideas

was the least needed quality at each level.

3. The duties were organized Into six function clusters - organization,

interpretation, dPvelopmert, management, supervision, and operation.

It was found that clusters of duties do not reflect the position or

level of work pert mined, out were comprised r duties wiich are per-

formed at all levels. Me duty functions cut across position levels;

each level has some of the component duties of the other levels. All

workers have in their job performance all six functions as clustered.
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It is the cmohaqis, not the -pity, which deterenes the level of re-
sponsibility.

773. Sessoms, Minson Douglas. A glossary of sflActed public recreation terms.
(M) University of Illinois, 1Q51,, 56 pp.

77h. Seville, Frank. A comparative analysis of the recreation programs of se-
lected state hospitals for the mentally ill in North Carolina. (M) Uni-
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775. Seymour, Emery Wellington. A comparative stuiy of certain behavior char-
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The community studied - Barbourville, Kentucky.
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body Calege fcr Teachers, 1930.
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University of Missouri, 1960.

782. Shivers, Jay Sanford. An analysis of theories of recreation. (D) Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, 1959, 224 pp..

783. Shonley, Mabel H. Fun without funds for the convalescent child: what
toys may be improvised at home for the amusement of the convalescent
child. 00 New York University, 1942.

784. Skaar, Marvin C. Swimming abilities and backgrounds of freshman at the
University of North Dakota. (M) University of North Dakota, 1956.

785. Skoath, James Milton. Social maladjastment as a discrepancy between
social needs and social activity. (D) Pennsylvania State University,
1953.

786. Shelmerdinel Lee. The administrative organization of public recreation
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787. Silverberg, L. A guide to workini- with aggre;live teen;,.-,rs in

community leisure-time (D) Cell,.ge, Columbia iv-r-

sity, 1960.

Purpose: develop workin- guide for oracv:tiener;, sn,rvirers and ;Amin-

istrators for application to more effectiv. pract.'r:ewita N'grossive

teenage gang grout 3 in build!ng-or facility-centerel cormun'ty leisure-

time agencies.

Material derived from: intervs with 13 ,tithorities in various related

fields, professional literature in related fields, groin) and cane records

from agency and personal tiles.

Chapter I and IT expl ore the etiology and mani festations of anti social

teenage gang group behavi or ani the types of programs developed to ser-

vice these needs. Chapter ITT determines how and by what means a leisure

time agency can contribute to work w i gang groups. Chapter TV explores

program activities and experience; suitable for gang group progranri and

offers such mod i fi cati on s and adap tat ions as a re deemed re cessary. Chap-

ter V concerns itself witn leisure-time agency methods and techniques

found most useful and aontributory, with mecial emphasis on a theoreti-

cal framework for the worker-group relationship process. The kind of

personnel necessary, professi onal preparation, selecti on and recruitment

d part-time and volunteer woricer5 is di scussed in chapter VI. Chapter

vii is concerned with administrative behavior, supervisory practices, in-

service education and interagency operations.

Among the conclusions:

1. Leisure - time agencies in high-delinque,h.y areas must contribute to

work with gang groups.
2. A variety of carefully designed, professionally staffed programs will

reach and effect aange in conflict gang groups.
3. Work with antisocial gang groups requires personnel with darticular

capacities, education and experience, speical methods and techniques,

carefully modified and adapted programs and a neighborhood network of

services, cooperation and participation.
1. The many serious weaknesses and inadequacies in current agency leader-

ship and practice are identified and require change. Recommendations

are made for practice and for research where gaps exist.
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789. Simkins, Paul Dean. A study of recreation in the White River Hills of

Missouri. (M) University of Missouri, 1954.

790. Simmons, Joseph D. A history of the development of the H.P.E.R. program

at Tennessee A & I State Uni rsity from 1912-1952 (with special reference

to curriculum offerings). (M) Tennessee A & I State University, 1954.

791. Simmons, Wilmer C. A comparative study of the leisure-time activities of

town and country high school children of Calcasieu Parish (Louisiana)

(M) Louisiana State University, 1942.
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792. Sinn, Donald Frederick. See Curtis, Stanton R.

793. Sittman, Jack G.
(U) Penn*I,Jania

79h. Skidmore, Rey A.
social change.

recratien s=vey of carlls1,-, Pennsylvania.
State Uri ,v-r, ;ty, 115

Mormon recreation in theory and practice: a stilly of
(D) University of Pennsylvania, 19)11, 137 pp.

795. Skubic, Elvera. Emotional responses of boys to Little League and Middle

League competitive basnbal'. (D) University of Southern California,

1955, 228 pp.

796. Smertz, Beulah. A study of the effective reach of municipal recreation

in Salt Ldke City, Utah. (M) University of Utah, 1936.

797. Smith, ia Wini fred. The history and techniques of bowls and bowling.

(11) George Peabody College for Teachers, 1937.

798. Smith, Edward James. A study of community recreational use of high

schools in Colorado. (M) University of Colorado, 1955.

799. Smith, Ellis. A comparative study of the South Chicago community center
and the South Chicago YMCA as to stated purposes, objectives, facilities,
program constiuency, and leadership. (M) George Williams College, 1959,

71 pp.

800. Smith, Jimmy Ray. Analysis of population trends and recreation facilities

in Austin, Texas. (M) University of Texas, 1952, 96 pp.

801. Smith, Johanne M. An experimental study of gross motor play activities

for visually handicapped children. (M) University of Illinois, 1961,

131 pp.

Summary: Visually handicapped children's needs are almost identical to

those of sighted children. Blind children need the natural outlet for
their redundant energy and their desire to play is the same as any child's.
The interests of visually handicapped children are also analogous to those

of sighted children.

Observations made from the results of the motor performance tests seemed
to indicate that the blind children did not appear to perform as well as

the sighted children in the events. The sighted groups performance was
found to be consistently superior to that of the blind children. However,

there was high correlation indicated between the motor performance test

scores of the two groups of children. Six of the seven correlations were
significant at the one per cent level of confidence and one was signifi-
cant at the two per cent level of confidence. It was assumed that the re-

sults were due to factors other than chance. It was felt that the visual

factor, the lack of physical education experience, and the hesitancy to
move quickly in space were the matters to be taken into consideration.
All the coefficients of correlations were found to be positive.

Upon c:camination of the basic source materials, the activities were se-

lected carefully but opportunistically. The number of activities chosen
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were 53; 32 garies, 12 stunts, and 9 races. Emphasis was placed not just

on parti ci nati on but on succecsful parti c ',pat.; on. 3nryest:d pri nciples

and prose-1.ms for cr,:idu-!..11-- mot.,r play activities for all child-

ren were prer.ented, sum.l'rlente-1 with prrciple> and proce-

dures for vi seal l;; -Ine'-irapped children.

Conclusions:

1. Physical activity and play opportunities should be an important part

the development of visually handicapped children.

2. The fundamental. mods and interests of all seven to ten year old

children apnear to be basically the same.

3. Visually handicapped chil:iren are more like sighted children than they

are different. They want and need to parti.cipate in the same kind s of

play activities which are attractive to the child with sound vision.

4. Participation in gross motor play activity helps the visually handi-

caped children to develop a desire to play and move freely.

S. Participation in gross motor play activities stimulates the interest

of visually handicapped children in lm-ge motor movements such as

running and jumping.

6. Children, so handicapped, can improve their running times and jumping

distances. In this study the children were even hesitant to attelnpt

them in the beginni ng of the experiment.

7. The "waddling gait" of some of these children seemed to become less

evident immediately after participation in the activities.

8. Interests in the use of the playground equipment cal be stimulated

among these children. Several of the children mastered the skills of

hanging and traveling on the horizontal ladder. These children need

the liberty to explore and experience.

9. The sighted children's perforoance in motor skills tests is consist-

ently superior to that of the visually handicapped children.

10. Although the level of motor performance differs between the bliri and

sighted children, chances are that if the si ghted children can perform

well in motor performance tests, the 11 ind can also perform better if

given the opportunity and experience.
11. Observations seemed to indicate that the visually handicapped children

were able to perform in the stunt type tests but had most difficulty

in performing stunts requiring balance.

802. Smith, John Spangler. A study of the administration and facilities of

the public recreation system of Reading, Pennsylvania. (M) Springfield

College, 1942.

803. Smith, Leonard B. Playground recreation in the United States. (M) Uni-

versity of Rochester, 1954.

804. Smith, Lois B. A study in community recreation. (M) Smith College, 1922.

805. Smith, Rex B. A comprehensive recrea.ticn plan for St. Charles, Illinois.

(M) University of Illinois, 1956, 148 pp.

806. Smith, Thomas B. A survey of recreational facilities and possibilities

of the Thin' Congressional District of Louisiana. (M) Louisiana State

University, 1940.
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807. Srith, Williar Sr. The annual "',,unt I'-nnanepos hike: its oricin, 1,ank-
r,rounl, an''. -ievelct):ont.. Priham Ynun- 1Q55.

808. Smith, Willie :;herroi, Jr. A .:;t,:'iy,c" te 1 :mi.,.:-tration of oubli2 re-

creation for :r e in the :)tate of ;irrioil. (M) PnIvorsity of Illi-
nois, 1960, 87 pp.

Cities studies: Roanoke, Port; south, Norfolk.

809. Snow, Edward Donald. An historical study of the M-Men basketball tourna-
ment of the Church of jesos Christ of Latter-day Saints. (M) Brigham
Young University, 195h, 1h9 pp.

810. Spamer, Katherine S. Emotional and recreational interests of high school
students. (M) Temple University, 191i0.

811. Spooner, Willie, Jr. The relationship between participation in leisure
time activity and the incidence of juvenile delinquency among boys. (M)
University of Wisconsin, 1958, 121 pp.

Data from Baton Rouge, Louisiana. 500 non-delinquents, 200 delinquents.
Findings: delinquents do not participate in well-rounded programs of

recreational activity. Wholesome recreation (utlets and physical educa-
tion programs can help decrease the rate of juvenile delinquemy and de-
velop desirable patterns of conduct.

812. Sprunt, Jean. The relationship of motor ability and rhythm to achieve-
ment in swimming. (M) Washington State University, 1960, 78 pp.

Purpose: to determine
(1) the extent to which achievement in swimming may be predicted by per-

formance on a motor ability battery.
(2) the extent to which achievement in swimming may be predicted by per-

formance on a senosry rhythm test.

Methods: 81 freshman women students
Administered the Fox Test of Si le Stroke Power

Seashore Rhythm Test
Washington State University Motor Ability Battery

Results:

1. The Washington State University Motor Ability Battery may not be used
as a valid predictor of the Fox Test of Side Stroke Power.

2. The individual items contained in the motor ability battery mr. not be
used as valid pre-.1ictors of the Fox Test of Side Stroke Power.

3. The Seashore Rhythm Test may not be used as a valid predictor of the
For. Test of Side Stroke Power.

1. The Seashore Rhythm Test failed to discriminate, adequately, the
ability of Subjects to perceive rhythmic differences of a difficult
nature present in paired rhythmic patterns.

5. A chi-square test of significance indicated that a relationship sig-
nificant beyond the .05 level was present between the* Seashore Rhythm
Test and the Fox Test of Side Stroke Power.
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The study showed:

- a need for a more discriminating sensory rhythm test.

- the need for studies concerring the relationship of rhythm and motor

ability to other activity areas.

- the need for stuiies conc.nling the influence of item sequence, validity

and reliability of the Washington Stne ' University Motor Ability Bat-

tery.

813. Squires, John L. A study of the cooperation among the various agencies

administering recreation in Salt Lake City, Utah. (M) University of

Utah, 1943.

814. Stabler, Effie Pilley. Amerindian elements in some typical American

games. (M) George Peabody College for Teachers, 1929.

815. .,tancil, Charles Taylor. Participation areas and interest areas in the

recreation of college students with diverse curriculums. (D) Pennsylvania

State University, 1957, 159 pp.

Findings: both the type of curriculum (liberal arts, technical) and the

institutional environment are important factors in recreational patterns.

816. Standifer, James William. A study of the permanence of recreational in-

terests of college graduates in selected professions. (D) University of

Michigan, 1958, 157 pp.

100 each in following professions studied: law, medicine, business, en-

gineering, dentistry, pharmacy, teaching, physical education.

817. Stangroom, Robert William. A study of selected swimming pools in the

province of British Columbia with reference to established standards.

(M) University of Washington, 1956.

818. Stanley, Neldon DeVar. An evaluation of the areas and facilities for

community recreation in Utah County. (M) Brigham Young University, 1961,

120 pp.

819. Stapay, Daniel R. A recreation survey of Charleston, Illinois, and vi-

cinity. (M) University of Illinois, 1958, 127 pp.

820. Staples, Grace Elizabeth (Mrs. Eric B. Berdman, Jr.). The relationship

of camp experience to the leisure time interests of Smith College sopho-

mores. (M) Smith College, 1949.

821. Steffek, Ralph Leonh-rdt. A study of the out-of-school expenditure of

time of high school students enrolled in a suburban high school. (D)

Wayne State University, 1953.

Includes influence of family attitude upon recreation choices.

822. Steinbiss, Annemarie. The cultural arts ih recreation. (M) Univers .ty

of California, Los Angeles, 1960.

Findings: cultural arts were limited in public isecreation services to a
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minor status as co7.p:In-A to n'as-':.:al recrlti(,n activities. Groateqt det-
torrent tow,:rd develorment was due to a lac- k qf kncaledge among recrea-
tion personnel as to the possibilities of cultural art; as recr.:ation.
Appeared to be a tron3 on to rart of recreation administrators to intro-
duce more cultura2 arts into their programs and for an improvement in the
quality of services.

823. Stelzer, Elfred Emil. An evaluation of the /-:.reat;on program in George-
tovm, Texas. (M) University of Texas, 1960, 71 pp.

824. Stephens, Robert Charel s. An investigation of criteria for the formula-
tion of acquisition policies relative to park and recreation areas in
King County, Washington. (M) University of Washington, 1956.

825. Sterrett, Delbert Ellingsworth. Music in the recreation program for tt'l?
senior citizen in the State of Florida. (D) George Peabody College for
Teachers, 1957.

826. Stevens, Andrew C. Recreational therapy in California institutions for
the mentally ill. (M) Stanford University, 1940, 101 pp.

827. Stevens, James Seth. Municipal recreation in Springfield, Massachusetts.
(M) Springfield College, 1926.

828. Stewart, James A. The administration of
universities of the United States. (M)

829. Stewart, Mary L. Educational bases for
with special reference to techniques in
York University,1932.

swimming pools in colleges and
University of North Dakota, 1955.

the evaluation of play activities
character development. (M) New

830. Stock, Edward Irvan., A survey of recreational interests and activities
of 192 DeKalb male high school students. (M) Northern Illinois Univer-
sity, 1955.

831. Stone, Wilsol Morse. The recreational needs of grammar school boys in
the West Los Angeles area. (M) University of California, Los Angeles,
1947.

832. Stoops, Mary Gertrude. The rise and development of Easter customs and
festivals. (M) George Peabody College for Teachers, 1938.

833. Storey, Edward H. A survey of the recreation resources for dependent
youth living in married quari.Jrs ccmmuoities of the Royal Canadian Air
Force. (N) University of Illinois, 1958, 75 pp.

834. Storey, Eiward H. An analysis of costs, methods and principles of fi
nancing public. recreation and park systems in selected communities in
Illinois and Wisconsin. (D) University of. Illinois (in prcgress).

835. Strickland, Verdie Mae. Vacation activities of Alabama teachers. (M)
George Peabody College for Teachers, 1937.
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836. Stringfellow, Wilma V. A study of one hundred employed girls and women
in .duct -ei factories en the ?fort) Side: pernenai data, job experience
and use of flee time. (V) riniversley of Pittsburgh, 19h9.

837. Strineham, Led nletin. Special teeeniqeen used by recreation niecialists

in organizine and cenductine secie). recreation narties. (M) Utah State

Univereity, 1952.

838. Stecber, Raph K. A ntdy of some leisure time activities participated
in by boys and girls in grades seven through twelve in Wausau, Wisconoin.
(M) University of Wisconsin,

839. Sturgeon, Edward E. Trends in land use and annership in Cheboygan County
Michigan, as affected by socio-economic development and the land disposal
policy of the Michigan Department of Conservation, with emphasis on lands
sold to private owners by the State of Michigan. Cn) University of Mich-

igan, 1954, 337 pp.

The changes in total area devoted to agr:culture, forestry and recreation
are indicated. The natural features of the County and the development of
lumbering, agriculture, and recreation are described to provide a setting

for the analysis of trends of ownership and land use. The relative im-

portance of agriculture, manufacturing, recreation and forestry is dis-

cussed according to income produced and areas devoted to each rural land

use.

840. Suhm, Lae.rence. Leisure in Latin America; a preliminary inquiry into the

economic and social implications of mass leisure in underdeveloped areas.

(D) University of Wisconsin (in progress).

au.. Stewart, Robert Harvey, Jr. A study of the American Legion Junior Base-

ball program. (M) University of North Carolina,

842. Summers, Lillian. The American 'ead Cross program of recreation in mili-

tary hospitals. (M) University of North Carolira, 1957.

Evaluates the contribution of volunteers.

843. Swanson, Harlan L. A survey of the Wille.aal.a.ne Park andRecreati -:i Dis-

trict of Springfield, Oregon. (M) University of Oregon, 1953.

844. Sweeney, Robert Miles. An appraisal of community recreation for Santa Fe,

New Mexico. (M) University of New Mexico, 1956.

845. Swenson, Helen J. Cooperation among government agencies in community
(D) Teachers College, Columbia University, 1951.

846. Swicegood, Gloria E. Sports and physical recreation in American culture,

1900-1925. (M) University of California, Los Angeles, 1960.

847. Swift, Charles H. A survey of special services aquatic e:tivities 'n

V.A. Hospite-s. (M) Springfield College; 1950.
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848. Tacy, Rohert A. An analys's of family rf,cr.--ation in ChampaignUrbana,

Illinois. (M) University of :11'nois, 1956.

Includes family attitir!os tow11-1 finily rrocn recreation, typ-s of recre

ation desired and fa,-WAies nee:led th.,refor.

849. Tait, William J. An ealuation device for rrofessional preparation of

recreational personnel. (D) New York Univ.-rsity, 1952.

Device of 108 criteria in five areas develoned and administered.

850. Tallman, John D. The status of underwater spearfishing in the Puget

Sound area of Washington. (M) Univeri,ity of Washington, 1956, 1 &z pp.

Current practicer, conservation aspects.

851. Tappin, Warren Rawford, Jr. A study of an evertment in the use of

school, subsidies to promote community recreation programs in the State

of Washia;ton. (D) Unwersity of Washington, 1956.

Appraises 66 community recreation programs that have utilized financial

aid granted the local school district.

852. Tavares, Marilyn D. An experimental investigation in rhythmic movement of

institutionalized mongoloid children. (M) Ohio State University, 1958.

853. Taylor, Fern D. A recommended pattern of administrative organization for

integrating recreation in Weber. County, Utah. (M) University of Utah,

1960, 147 PP

854. Taylor, Loren Esten. Dramatic Activities in recreation for ch3ldren.

(D) Teachers College, Columbia University, 1957.

Dramatic activities to implement the leader's technique in recreation

programs for children; philosophical background for recreatic,-; how dra

matic activities may meet needs and interests of the modern child.

855. Temple, Eduard Stanley. A historical study of the recreational facili

_ ties for Negroes in Nashville, Tennessee from 1943 to 1952. (M) Tenne

see A & I State University, 1956.

856. Tenny, John Willis, A study of epileptic children and a special school

program, for their care and education. (D) University of Michigan, 1954,

240 pp.

Describes the development of clinical services and a special educational

program for epileptic children in the Detroit Public Schools and summarizes

data concerning children enrolled in the program from January 1935 to June

1947.

857. Terry, William L. A guide for planning the school and college swimming

pool and natatoriums. (D) Teachers College, Columbia University, 1955.

d58. Theodore, Athena Rentoumis. The role of the volunteer in the mental

hospital. (D) Boston University, 1956.
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859. Thomann, Don Frederick. A technique in aporaisirr the recreational ob-

jectives of the jchool. (D) University of Illinoiq, 190, 326 pp.

A prcced'ire and t,,chniqur, wilch t',,e school can readily collect ,nnd

analyze data on rocrt,ati ,n of out -of- school yolth, which it can use ef-

fectvely .n evaluati,,n and revision 'Df it own educational program and

goals. Concludes that approach is a feabihl (=! technique in evaluation of

the school's ethicational nrogran, and that investigation of the behavior

characteristics of out-of-school youth is a forward step in the appraisal

process by which or measure-; the totzi outcomes of educational striving.

860. Thomas, Edward C. Principles and practices in YMCA work for women and

girls. (M) Ohio State University, 1954.

861. Thomason, Margaret Hope. Sportsmanship in athletics. (M) George Peabody

College for Teachers, 1931.

862. Thompkins, Childress L. A survey of the recreation program of, Clarks-

ville, Tennessee with recommendations for improvement. (M) Tennessee

A & I State Un!versity, 1956.

863. Thompson, Frances Neal. The place of dramatics in an organized community

recreation program. (M) University of North Carolina, 1950.

864. Thompson, Morton. Development of a manual for the organization and ad-

ministration of recreation programs for patients in the municipal hos-

pitals of NYC. (D) NeN York University, 1954.

865. Thornton, Challie Kathryn. A survey of water safety courses in junior

and senior colleges of Texas. (M) University Lf Texas, 1959, 53 pp.

866. Thorpe, Verne B. A study of the Utah public school costs of the W.P.A.

recreation project or the year 1939-40. (M) University of Utah, 1943.

867. Thrall, William R. A study of community recreation in Loveland, Colorado.

(M) University of Colorado. 1954.

868. Tickel, Conrad Rudolph. Integrated problr s of recreation and education

in Pennsylvania State parks. (M) Pennsyll: lia State University, 1950,

86 pp.

869. Timbers, Vida Hortense. A survey of the recreational interests of junior

high school boys. (M) Smith College, 1946.

870. Tomlinson, Martha. An analysis of recreation program at West Virginia

State Penitentary. (M) West Virginia University, 19554

871. Toogood, Ruth. A survey of recreational interests and activities of col-

lege women in selected institutions of the middle west. (M) State Univer-

sity of Iowa, 1938.

Greatest number participated in inactive and indoor forms of recreation,

but expresserl interests in more active, outdoor sports, individual in

character, and for coed activity.
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872. Trethaway, Edwin Henry. The relationship between research in physical
education, interschool athletics, and school recreation, and the major
developments in these fields, 1P95 to 19110. (D) New York University,

1953, 826 pp.

Findings:

I. Most productive years in the conduct of research have been 1930 and

19h0;
2. Research methods that have been utilized most frequently in masters'

theses are questionnaire, correlation, documentary frequency methods.
3. Scientific study of activities which have leisure time and recreational

values did not take place to any great extent until the 1930 period
when recreation as an objective of physical education was stressed,
and research on the following activities has been neglected almost
entirely speedball, water polo, deck tennis, table tennis, shuffle

board, squash, horseshoes, water games, skating, skiing, and hiking.

873. Trumbower, Elizabeth. The contribution of craft activities to the phil
osophy and objectives of Boys' Clubs of America. (D) New York University

1957.

8Th. Trushenski, William W. Summer recreational facilities in Grand Forks,

North Dakota. (M) University of North Dakota, 1948.

875. Turano, Anthony W. Survey of recreational wants and needs for boys in
training under California Youth Authority at Paso Robles School for Boys.
(M) California State Polytechnic College, 1952.

876. Turitz, Leah. The use of organized recreation by delinquents. (M) Smith

College, 1937.

877. Twitchell, Bill. The relation of recreation leadership to other employee
services in industry. (M) Purdue University, 1949.

878. Twomley, Hazel M. A survey of recreational interests and activities of

girls in West Waterloo High School. (M) State University of Iowa, 1938.

Found that commonest forms of recreation were inactive and not creative,
whereas their expressed interests were in active sports, handicrafts, and

fine arts. The most general participation was found to be in reading,
picniking, radio, entertaining or visi ting, attending programs, cooking,

motoring, clubs, and writing letters. Things expressed interest in doing
more were archery, sailing, skiing, golf, driving a car.

879. Tyler, James B. The educational and recreational needs of the older
people of South Kingstown, Rhode Island. (M) University of Rhode Island,

1957, 65 pp.

Data included 181 senior citizens.

880. Mel, Garth. A study of mountaineering programs in theWestern United

States. (M) Brigham Young University, 1956.
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881. Underhill, Barbara Lois. A proposed program of recreation for the cere-

bral palsied. (0 Smith College, 1956.

832. Unruh, Daniel Wallace. An analysis of the community uses of facilities

of selected public elementary schools inmunicipalities of Indiana. (D)

Indiana University, 1955, 238 pp.

883. Valentine, Harry Rodney. A plan for the design and admin:stration of a

park school outdoor laboratory for Champaign, Illinois. (M) University

of Illinois, 1960, 122 pp.

The plan is for a specific 120 acre area. Goneral principles and sug-

gestions could be adapted by other planners.

88t. van der Smissen, Margaret Elisabeth Betty. An analysis of the state laws

pertaining to the establishment of public park and recreation boards. (D)

Indiana University, 1955, 142 pp.

Analyzes the 48 states as to the legislative structure of public boards.

885. Van Norman, Betty M. A study of the psychological influences of five

elements of the plastic arts upon design and function of recreation areas

and facilities. (M) University of Illinois (in progress)

886. Van Vleet, Phyllis P. Some effects of physical education therapy on the

personality characteristics of schizophrenic patients. (D) University

of California, Berkeley. 1952.

887. Vaughn, Mona. The small group with pre-delinquents. (M) University of

Pacific. (in progress)

888. Vaugh, Pearl H. The status of the city-sponsored recreation programs

among Negroes in Tennessee. (M) Tennessee A & I State University, 1956.

889. Vendien, Christine Lynn. The relationship between leisure time activi-

ties and physical education programs for Michigan high school girls. (D)

Stanford University, 1957, 238 pp.

Indicates what activities included in physical education programs most

adequately meet the physical recreation interests and relate most closely

to leisure time participation in physical recreation activities.

Resultst

1. Outing activities, recreational games, and swimming seemed to be the

most popular activities.
2. Higher correlation between out-of-class program with leisure time

activities than with the class program.
3. Physical educators, community recreational personnel, and community

agencies may want to plan together more effectively for better inte-

gration of school physical education program and leisure time possi-

bilitier community.

890. Vila, Henn, n analysis of employee recreation as provdded by case

studies of W. .y-five firms in the Philadelphia district. (M) Temple

University, 1949.
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891. Voldeth, Edward V. The development of an empirically constructed scale
from the W!nnesota Multit;hallc Personality Inventory for identifyim stu-
dents lil(ely to he elected oolitcnI or 1,adersh!n in collet:'' extra--

curricular activities. (D) State Un'v0rsity nf Iowa, 1958.

892. Vosburgh, William Wallace. Social class and leisure time. (D) Yale Uni-
versity, 1960.

893. Voss, Walter A. A district organization nlan for the Bureau Recreation
of the city of Philadelphia. (M) Un:versity of Pennsylvania, 1952, 7h pp.

89h. Vowell, Ritchie M. A survey of recreational facilities of the township
of Millburn, New Jersey. (M) New York University, 1930.

895. Vueich, Joseph. Recreation resources of Pekin, Illinois. (M) Uni ersity
of Colorado, 1953.

896. Wager, John Alan. The carrying capacity of wild lands for recreation.
(D) University of Michigan, 1961, 107 pp.

Analyzed the, factors which determine the carrying cppacities of forests
and other wild lands for recreation, through analysis of land management
objectives and conflicts, of the effects of crowding on satisfaction of
the needs which motivate recreation, of the durability of vegetation as
affected by site factors and amount of use using multiple regression
techniques.

Conclusions:

1. Carrying capacity depends on the impact of people on the recreational
environment on people, and management procedures for modifying these
reciprocal impacts.

2. Accepting limitation of use is one of several costs that can be paid
for quality in wildland recreation.

3. Management procedures can often increase the carrying capacity that is
consistent with quality recreation.

4. The effects of recreational use on the condition of biotic communities
can be predicted.

5. Although experimental research can provide information for guidance,
final decisions to limit recreational use must be of an administrative
nature.

897. Wakefield,-William. Proposals for the development of an adequate recrea-
tion program in Alturas, Cnlifornia and the surrounding areas. (M) Uni-
versity of Southern Calif( nia, 1953.

898. Waldron, Jack LeRoy. The operation of youth centers in selected commun-
ities of the United States. (M) Washington State University, 1957.

Pecommendations concerning administrative policies, financing, activities.

899. Waldrop, Rebecca. Sacred, classic, court and ritual dances of the Far
East. (M) George PeaboiyCollege for Teachers, 1935.
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900. Walker, Violet. A history and an analysis of recreation in Salt Lake

City, Utah. (M) University of Utah, 1934.

901. Wallace, Lulu. Swim fins as an aid in teaching the flutter kick for the

front crawl. (M) Washington State University, 1960, 78 pp.

Technique: parallel group procedure. Experimental and control groups

equated by the Johnson -Metheny Motor Educability Test.

Conclusion: employment of swim fins as a teaching aid in the instructional

program is primarily a matter of individual preference since there was no

significant difference in the performance scores of the experimental and

control groups.

902. Waller, Jacqueline Rose. The development of recreational activities for

chronic regressed female patients. (Masters problem) University of Tenne-

see, 1960.

Activities used with 50 chronic regressed women patients were classil-1

as mixers, table games, skill activities, games and activities of los,

ganization. Subjective ratings were used. Of 6 mixers, 2 were found

successful; 6 or 14 games and activites of low organization were judged

useful; 4 of 7 skill activities; t of 10 table games. Concluded that no

matter how simple games and activities were, the success depended on

proper motivation and leadership.

903. Wang, James. A study of certain factors associate6 with children's play

interests. (D) George Peabody College for Teachers, 1941.

904. Warmack, Gertrude. Play and recreational activities portrayed in Mark

Twain's books. (M) George Peabody College for Teachers, 1930.

905. Warner, Kidd Phillips. A study of contemporary physical recreation for

the adolescent girl in Russia". Italy, Germany, England, and the United

States. (M) Louisiana State University, 1939.

906. Waxnkel Frederick F. An analysis of the recreational resources of Angel

Island in San Francisco Bay. (M) University of California, Berkeley,

1953.

907. Warren, Margaret. A study of leisure time interests in behavior problem

children of superior intelligence. (M) Smith College, 1927.

908. Warren, Margaret Wilson. Plays and games of other nations and races.

(M) George Peabody College for Teachers, 1928.

909. Watkins, Carlos. Recreation interests and preferences of members of the

Salvatic Army Youth Center, Austin, Texas. (M) University of Texas,

1953, 75 pp.

910. Watson, Eugene E. The relationship between California elementary schools

and Ube total recreation community. (M) Sacramento State College, 1953.
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911. Watson, Jaci :. The prIvate athletic club in relation to sports in the
United States. (D) Teachers College, Columbia University, 1956.

Factors in the decline of athletic clubs; role in development of athletics.

912. Wayman, Robert M. An appraisal of the extracurricular program of the
secondary school made by alumni in the light of their present community
leisuretime interests. (D) University of Pittsburgh, 1942.

913. Weatherford, Allen Easter. The Negro's religion and its effects upon his
recreational activities in Belden County, N.C. (M) Springfield College,
1936.

914. Weber, Herbert. Leisure in modern society as viewed by seventy depart
mental heads at the University of Illinois. (M) University of Illinois,
1961, 450 pp.

Conclusions in terms of five basic questions used in the interviews:

I. To what extent are the departmental heads at the University of Illi
nois aware of the problem of leisure?

1. About 75% of the interviewees are aware of a leisure problem in our
society.

2. This awareness is lindted by the fact that they admittedly do not
give the subject of leisure much thought.

3. Awareness is also somewhat limited by the fact that the leisure
problem does not particularly involve them as individuals.

4. Almost all interviewees are rot much concerned about leisure in
terms of haw they can affect its use in society.

5. About 10% of the interviewees fee] that there is no leisure problem
and that it would not be any concern of theirs if there were.

6. Almost all of the interviewees feel that the extent oftheir aware
ness is only incidental to their major interests, and as such, de
serves less attention on their part.

7. Approximately 75% of the interviewees do think that people should
be using their leisure more effectively.

8. About 5% of the interviewees feel that people are us ing their lei
sure effectively now.

9. Most of the interviewees are unaware of a leisure problem concern
ing students or staff within the university setting.

II. To what extent do they realize its implication?

1. Their rea]ization of the extent of leisure's implications varies
according to their professional experience and interests.

2. Aside from their professional work, their daily experiences with the
economy and with people lead them to be more aware of leisure's
implications in these areas rather than in the more impersonal areas
of international relations and political institutions.

3. The extent of their realization is dependent upon the information
they ordinarily get from newspapers, magazines, television, radio,
or any other media with which they are ordinarily acquainted.

4. There seems to be relatively little concern about leisure's impli
cations as a significant problem in our society.



5. About 20% of the interviewees do not see any implications of leisure

concerning politica] institutions and 10% do not nee any implica

tions concerning international relations or economic structure.

6. A smoll percentage of the interviewees feel that the implications

of leisure are very important and that a positive and constructive

course of action with respect to leisure's use is of vital concern

in our society today.

III. How do they and their work fit into the picture of leisure in relation

to their specialized rreas?

1. For the most part, the relationships seen by 52.9% of the inter

viewees between leisure and their specialized areas is based on how

they think their students and how they th emse]ves, would use the

knowledge and skills learned in their particular discipline for

leisure pursuits.
2. Witt: the exception of a few, the departmental leads see no need or

justification for concerning themselves with leisure education within

the framework of their departments.

3. The use of leisure by students, as seen by the interviewees, has

little to do with the academic work in their departments.

IL. Most of the interviewees feel that it is not the function of aca

demic departments to deal with the implications of leisure since

that is the concern of the recreation and physical education de

partments.

IV. Haw do they feel about the potential constructive or destructive farce

leisure may have in our society?

Comments indicating some stand on this question did not materialize

in the data. It is undetermined and will need DArther study.

V. How receptive are the departmental heads at the University of Illinois

to the acceptance and expansion of the recreation profession in higher

education?

1. 65-70% of those interviewed would enthusiastically accept recreation

as an integral part of higher education.

2. About 10-15% of those interviewed would have to give a little more

thought to the advisability of accepting recreation education in

higher education.
3. About 10-15% would not be very receptive to the expansion or accep

tance of the recreation profession in higher education.

4. A small percentage of those interviewed feel that recreation educa

tion is important but question the level of academic standards for

the preparation of professional recreation workers.

5. Less than 10% of those interviewed have little comprehension of the

purpose of recreation education in ligher education.

6. At least 15-20% have a condescending attitude toward the recreation

profession and feel that the purpose of recreation in higher educa

tion, although justifiable, is secondary in importance to the more

academic disciplines.
7. A small percentage of those interviewed desire to learn more about

the purposes and significance of recreation education.



915. Webster, Dan E. A survey of the out of school recreational activities of
school children of Hanover Township, Butler County, Ohio. (M) University

of Cincinnati, 1953.

916. Weckwerth, Charles F. A guide to the planning of curriculum for the pre-
professional preparation of recreation leadership. (D) New York Univer-

sity, 1957, 759 pp.

' 917. Weckwerth, Laura Joan. A study of practices of citizens' advisory com-

mittees in public recreation. (M) University of Illinois, 1958, 100 pp.

Data from committees in the New York metropolitan area. Determines the

methods anti techniques of organization, ohjectives and functions most
valuable for effective operation.

918. Weeks, Guy Edward* Jr. A study of the methods, techniques, and practices
of YMCA young adult cc-ed clubs of the Southern Area Council. (M) Spring-

field College, 1957.

919. Weiss! Armand B. The changing pattern of recreational expenditures,
1929-a952. (M) University of Pennsylvania, 1954, 96 pp.

920. Weiss, Kenneth George. Th status of recreation in Westerville, Ohio,
and its potentialities for future development. (M) Ohio State University,

1956.

921. Weitzdorfer, Rudiger. Recreation and aesthetic culture of youth in Ger-

many. (M) Springfield College, 1935.

922. Welch, Constance Davis. A survey of leisure time activities of the Lang-

ston University faculty members. (M) University of New Mexico, 1951.

923. Welch, Jeannine. A proposed arts and crafts unit for industrial recrea-

tion. (M) State University of Iowa, 1959.

924. Welch, Marya. Psychological characteristics of recreation and physical
education personnel. (M) University of California, Los Angeles, 1947

925. Welch, Marya. Background factors affecting the selection of the volun-
tary physical education program and recreation activities of women at
the University of California, Davis (D) University of California, Da-

vis, 1955.

926. Wells, George Robert. Factors affecting participL ,ion of college alumni

in physiCal recreational activities. (M) Springfield College, 1950.

927. Wells, Janet. A study of boating and boating education in selected
schools, colleges and universities in the United States. (D) Michigan

State University, 1957.

928. Wove, Thomas Edward. A study of the relationships between leisure ac-

tivities and the personality factors: intelligence, social extraversion,

and depression. (M) San Jose State College, 1953.
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929. Werner, Alfred Charles. The p4sical recreational interests of the male

alumni of Allegheny College, classes 1935-191.17. (M) Pennsylvania State

University, 19119, 88 pp.

930. West,. Frances. Some educational furrtions of recreation seeking behavior.

(M) University of Wisconsin (in progress).

931. White, Claire R. Leisure time activities offered by Sacred Heart Church,

East Liberty, Pittsburgh, Pa. (M) University of Pittsburgh, 19117.

932. Whitmoyer, John Andrew. A descriptive study of facilities available for

recreational activities in Laramie, Wyoming. (M) University of Wyoming,

1960, 69 pp.

933. Whittaker, Donna Rae. Playground experiment at Perrysburg Heights. (&i)

Bowling Green State University, 1961.

934. Wilcox, Arthur T. Selected factors affecting the summer use of public

campgrounds in five counties of Northern Michigan. (D) University of

Michigan, 1955, 234 pp.

Analyzed the design of campgrounds within a restricted area and the habits

and objectives of summer vacationers who use them, determine some of the

factors which influence campground uses and suggest ways by which public

campgrounds may better serve their purposes as recreation facilities.

935. Wiley, Mary Stevens. The evaluation of policies for the organization and

administration of extracurricular recreational programs in the state col-

leges of California. (D) New York University, 1954.

936. Williams, Carroll Morgan. A survey of community facts 'and presently

existing recreation areas and facilities in their relationship to recrea-

tion planning for Everett, Washington, 1959. (M) University of Washing-

ton, 1960, 165 pp.

937. Wilsman, Richard H. Fees and charges practices of local public park and

recreation systems in Illinois. (M) University of Illinois, 1957, 92 pp.

Findings: about 15% of budget funds from fees and charges. Services

usually free -- children's activities, the handicapped, senior citizens.

938. Wilson, George Thomas. An analysis of effective practices employed to re-

duce vandalism in parks, recreation, and combined departments in American

cities of over 50 thousand population. (D) Indiana University, 1961,

256 pp. Available in pamphlet: Oglebay Park, Wheeling, West Virginia,

American Institute of Park Executives.

Data includes 221 observations about effective practices.

Findings: the following are important in vandalism control --

1. Sound design, planning and construction.
2. Preventive maintenance.
3. Patron involvement in planning.
14. Sound regulatory rules,
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5. Educational programs aimed at wise use.
6. Paroling.
7. Careful selection of leadership.
8. Adequate lighting.

9. Well-balanced programs.
10. Agency c ooperat ion.

11. Restitution by vandals in works or money or by parents in terms of
money.

939. Wink, Norma. Dance for blind and partially-sighted children. (M) Mac-

Murray College, 1957.

940. Winter; Eva Pauline. An analysis of the use of leisure time and of the
recreation interests of selected adults participating in the organized
recreation program of the Oklahoma City parks and recreation department.
(M) Texas Woman's University, 1960.

Data from 300 adults.

941. Wolf, Barbara J. The problem of instructional recreation in the proposed

adult degree program for the adult center of Rockford College. (M) Ohio
State University, 1955.

942. Wolfe, H. Don. A study of the objectives of extra-curricular activities
in selected secondary schools of Cal ifornia. (M) San Jose State College,

1953.

943. Womack, Mamie L. The relation of play to juvenile delinquency. (M) Geo-

rge Peabody College for Teachers, 1930.

944. Wood, Edward Cate. A survey of the organized leisure time programs for
persons sixty-five years of age and over in the city of Hartford, Con-
necticut. (M) Springfield College, 1952.

945. Woodworth, John Hary, Jr. A study of the place and function of drama
in the Chicago Park District recreation division program. (M) University

of Illinois, 1958, 73 pp.

Study used participant approach why they became interested, what values
gained, educational background, whether interests and desires met.

946. Woodyard, A. Lorraine. A teaching manual for recreational sports. (M)

Woman's College, University of NorthCarolinal 1955.

Shuffleboard, table tennis, croquet, billiards, aerial darts, boccie,

clock golf, box hockey, deck tennis, paddle tennis, horseshoes, tether-
ball, pateka, skating, quoits. Brief history, number of players, equip-
ment, court specifications, object of game, terminology, playing regula-

tions.

947. Wright, Dolores M. An analysis of the industrial recreation program of
United Air Lines, San Francisco. (M) San Francisco State College, 1959,

66 pp.

Studies Mainliner Club of United Air Lines and makes recommendations.
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948. Wright, James C. A proposed recreation program for Skamania County,

Washington. (M) Washington State University, 1957, 91 pp.

949. Wright, Ruth. Recreational education as an integral part of twentieth-

ceatury American living. (M) Louisiana State University, 1938.

950. Wright, Thomas C. A comparative study in outdoor surfacing for recrea-

tion. (M) Washington State University, 1957.

Types of surfacing and of construction, costs, maintenance, uses.

951. Wrightstone, J. Wayne. Persistency of extra-classroom interest after

secondary school. (M) New York University, 1928.

952. Yashpol Ruth E. Historical study of pioneer dancing in Utah. (its) Uni-

versity of Utah, 1947.

953. Yeomans, William C. Park and recreation area relationships. (M) Univer-

sity of California, Berkeley, 1957.

Analysis of inner and outer park relationships with respect to intensity

of use and a theory of area design to meet the problem of increasing use.

954. Young, Donald Lawrence. A study of the methods used by seler ted religi-

ous and recreational agencies ia the field work training of Springfield

College youth and community leadership students. (M) Springfield College,

1951.

955. Yukio, Thomas S. An analysis of the administrative factors affecting the

use of school facilities for recreation during after-school hours in se-

lected communities in Los Angeles County. (M) University of California,

Los Angeles, 1952.

956. Zanoli, James. A survey of community playground facilities in the City

of San Luis Obispo. (M) California State Poljtechnic College, 1955.

957. Zaretsky, Sondra. A survey of dance therapy among selected mental hos-

pitals in the United States. (M) University of Illinois, 1956., 182 pp.

Data from 10 state and 8 V.A. hospitals.

Conclusions:

1. Rather than have specialized dance therapists the trend is for recre-

ational personnel to lead the dance therapy activities.

2. Suggested background in physical education, which is consistent with

actual training of personnel now conducting the activity, and dance

therapy included as course in curriculum.

3. A lack of homogenity in the age of the patients within the dance

therapy groups exists.
4. Patients are very much affected by music which is comparable to their

ovm moods. Introduction of sudden changes in music or movements can

cause unfavorable results.
5. State hospitals have slightly more active dance programs than V.A.

hospitals.
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Findings:

in 75% of the programs, volunteers were used.
in 911.5% of the programs, phonograph was used.
median number of hours allotted to dance therapy was 65.

- social dame used in 94.5% of the programs, basic movement in 88.9%,
square dance in 72.2%, foAc dance in 66.7%, ballet in 22,2%, and tap in
5.6%.

of 1t6 groups, 20 composed of both sexes, 13 of female, 11 male.

958. Zbornak, Gary Wayne Anthony. A survey of recreational facilities in Ot
tumwa, Iowa. (M) Northeast Missouri State Teachers College, 1960.

959. Ziai, Abol H. The recreational activities of recent immigrants. (N)
Springfield College, 1955.

960. Zimmerman, Florence. Leaders and leisure; an analysis of national educa
tionrecreation agency direct service leadership. (M) New York School of
Social Work, Columbia University, 1958, 120 pp.

Job classifications and training of the various agencies; analysis of
similarities in staff activities, training and skill required, existing
and projected leadership shortages and adaptations being made to meet
them.

961. Zimmerman, Helen M. Physical activity experience and interests of col
lege women. (M) Southern Illinolq University, . Reported in Re
search Quarterly 25:1:109, March, 1954.
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ADDENDUM

(For one reason or another these studies do not appear in the normal

alphabetical sequence, but believ-Ing that you would prefer to have them

listed in this manner than not at all, this dddendum has been attached.)

962. Andrus, Ruth. A history of the recreation program of the Church of Jesus

Christ of Latter-Day Saints. (D) State University of Iowa, 1962, 520 pp.

Study limited to program areas and age span coverage of the Young Men's

and Young Women's Mutual Improvement Associations, the official recreation

organis of the Church. It covered the period of time from the inception

of the Church in 1830 to the end of the M.I.A. year, Augwt, 1961. In

addition to the M.I.A. program, the study discusses the philosophy of the

Church toward recreation and the philosophy and practices of each presi-

dent as related to recreation.

Data were collected primarily from the Church Historical Library and the

general offices of the Young Men's and Young Women's Mutual Improvement

Associations. Also, diaries, journals, sermons, and writings of Church

leaders, General Conference reports, biographical sketches of Church

leaders. Volumes of The Contributor, The Young Woman's Journal, The Im-

provement Era, June conference reportsTdeneral Board minutes, M.I.A.

Stake Leader, Manuals, Salt Lake Tribune, and Deseret News and Telegram.

963. Camper, Stephen E. A suggested program of recreation facilities and op-

portunities for rural Negro elementary school children. (D) New York Un-

iversity (in progress).

964. Bush, James. A study of recreation patterns of retired men in a selected

community. (D) New York University (in progress).

The selected community is St. Petersburg, Florida.

965. Frank, Peggy M. A study of patterns of recreation administration. (D)

New York University (in progress).

966. Frost, Ardith B. Crucial behavioral dimensions of first line supervisors

in municipal recreation. (D) University of Southern California (in pro-

gress).

967. Hardt, Lois J. Changing behavior through recreation. (D) New York Uni-

versity (in progress).

An investigation of conceptual and behavioral changes in parents and re-

tardates through adapted recreation activities. Use of Q -sort.

968. Kinsella, Richard. A study of physical activities for delinquent boys.

(M) New York University (in progress).

969. Labanowich, Stanley. A study of recreation patterns and attitudes toward

recreation among selected Jewish families in Skokie, Lincolnwood and

Morton Grove, Illinois. (M) University of Illinois, 1962.
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Sample: 20 Jewish families. To qualify each family was to have at least
one child over twelve years of age; all parents were known to be Jewish
born.

Findings regarding recreational habits:

1. Activities involving the whole family are undertaken most frequently
away from the home.

2. Facilities and equipment for recreational use found in the home are
not generally utilized by the whole family together at one time.

3. Television consumes a substantial portion of family leisure time.
4. All families have a predilection for things musical.
5. Home entertaining varies among families in frequency but it is an

activity in which all families participate.
6. Rituals, both religious and non-religious are observed by most of the

families although non-religious rituals are less frequently observed.
7. Dinner-table conversation is inevitable but there is some evidence

that all families find it recreational in spirit and content.

8. Participation by family members in clubs and organizations is common.
Parent membership is evidently motivated in part for opportunities
afforded for social-recreational expression, children primarily for
recreational outlets. The exception is children's religious-education
class membership.

9. Children take advantage of programs and activities sponsored by public
recreation agencies in the community. Parents are less likely to par-
ticipate in these programs.

10. The children in junior and senior high school are active in a wide
range of extracurricular activities.

11. Activities undertaken within the family and involving two or more
family members are not as frequently undertaken as activities on an
individual basis.

Makes recommendations for future studies of this type and relating to

family recreation.

970. Rice, Betty. Developing a volunteer training program for a selected
agency. (M) New York University, (in progress)

971. Starrs, George. Recreation program for delinquent boys. (M) New York
University (in progress).

972. Talbert, Susetta. A study of the recreation program for the physically
handicapped in a selected agency. (M) New York University (in progress)

973. Thornton, LaVerne. A study of recreation in-service education. (D) New
York University (in progress)

974. Watts, Faulkner. A study of recreation patterns in relation to occupa-
tion. (D) New York University (in progress).

975. Wise, Alan. Effect of a camping program on physical fitness in a se-

lected camp. (M) New York University (in progress).
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INDEX BY INSTITUTION

Alabama, University of 123

Boston University 197, 312, 443, 648, 675, 678, 858

Bowling Green State University 456, 516, 605, 748, 933

Brigham Young University 196, 498, 505, 551, 608, 807, 809, 618, 880

California, University of (Berkeley) 18, 76, 89, 117, 153, 664, 886, 906, 953

California, University of (Davis) 925

California, University of (Los Angeles) 3, 17, 26, 108, 111, 127, 137, 166,

180, 242, 31h, 338, 383, 410, 444, 450, 489, 490, 497, 503, 540, 590,

607, 640, 642, 701, 724, 727, 736, 738, 757, 822, 831, 846, 924, 955

California State Polytechnic College 177, 213, 322, 402, 597, 626, 875, 956

Chicago, University of 93

Chico State College 429

Cincinnati, University of 689, 915

Claremont University College 275, 687

Colorado, University of 6, 40, 220, 326, 378, 502, 520, 722, 798, 867, 895

Colorado State University (Greeley) 95, 717

Columbia University 48, 62, 96, 131, 241, 287, 313, 361, 375, 399, 436, 478,

484, 625, 629, 683, 719, 787, 845, 854, 857, 911, 960

Connecticut, University of 120, 135, 377, 422, 438, 451, 632

Denver, University of 14, 24, 457, 587

Drake University 323, 525

Florida, University of 169, 320, 464, 568, 576

Florida State University 69, 145, 217, 353, 369, 412, 472, 475, 696, 760,

763, 776

Fordham University 555
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George Peabody College for Teachers 38, 50, 55, 57, 71, 87, 106, 142, 167,

168, 203, 210, 219, 238, 284, 328, 329, 330, 336, 354, 382, 386, 390,

393, 401, 403, 404, 430, 477, 491, 496, 527, 541, 556, 559, 569, 572,

579, 581, 583, 592, 602, 617, 652, 668, 677, 681, 710, 771, 777, 780,

797, 814, 825, 832, 835, 861, 899, 903, 904, 908, 943.

George :'Williams College 31, 91, 112, 129, 231, 357, 362, 445, 574, 599, 620,

630, 669, 707, 766, 799.

Georgia, University of 276

Harvard University 499

Illinois, University of 1, 9, 20, 3 ?, 51, 59, 80, 92, 119, 130, 136, 141,

149, 151, 160, 182, 194, 221, 227, 229, 239, 260, 266, 270, 288, 298,

307, 339, 344, 349, 356, 385, 388, 395, 398, 418, 425, 439, 440, 452,

461, 482, 511, 518, 526, 554, 561, 577, 586, 589, 591, 611, 624, 635,

636, 637, 667, 671, 673, 699, 723, 728, 734, 744, 751, 752, 755, 773,

801,

957,

805,

969.

808, 819, 833, 834, 848, 859, 883, 885, 914, 917, 937, 945,

Indiana University 22, 139, 189, 198, 249, 295, 304, 358, 372, 400, 479,

512, 513, 571, 882, 884, 938.

Iowa, State University of 11, 56, 191, 201, 246, 274, 384, 424, 432, 515,

523, 564, 595, 871, 878, 891, 923, 962.

Ithaca College 627

Kansas State University (Manhattan) 702

Louisiana State University 30, 33, 97, 102, 138, 176, 181, 190, 267, 294,

409, 415, 492, 508, 550, 598, 610, 619, 631, 709, 733, 746, 791, 806,

905, 949.

MacMurray College 74, 222, 557, 712, 939

Maryland, University of 179, 258, 604, 639, 647, 694.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 318

Michigan, University of 5, 54, 83, 113, 114, 172, 446, 465, 622, 659, 672,

693, 697, 705, 713, 739, 762, 816, 839, 856, 896, 934.

Michigan State University 927
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Minnesota, University of 146, 408

Mississippi Southern University 333

Missouri, University of 147, 178,

Montana State University 105

Mew Mexico, University of 8414, 922

New York University 4, 7, 15, 35,

214, 251, 394,

39, 61, 66, 68,

531,

86,

708,

101,

781,

125,

789.

157, 162,

165, 185, 192, 199, 206, 211, 215, 223, 233, 247, 261, 277, 291, 296,

301, 306, 316, 317, 319, 335, 359, 379, 38' ,6, 1128, 434, 449,

455, 463, 466, 470, 480, 494, 501, 504, 5c .7, 538, 565, 567, 582,

585, 6o6, 609, 612, 644, 649, 653, 655, 658, 670, 674, 680, 685, 686,

706, 711, 714, 721, 731, 740, 749, 750, 753, 767, 772, 783, 788, 829,

849, 864, 872, 873, 894, 916, 935, 951, 963, 964, 965, 967, 968, 970,

971, 972, 973, 974, 975

Northeast Missouri State Teachers College 184, 188, 236, 703, 958

Nv'th Carolina, University of 72, 134, 259, 303, 342, 355, 368, 374, 392,

431, 522. 533, 614, 682, 688, 716, 741, 761, 774, 841, 80, 863.

North Carolina, University of (Woman's College) 52, 208, 257, 269, 69u.

North Dakota, University of 77, 150, 282, 286, 310, 471, 573, 638, 657, 676,

754, 784, 828, 874, 946.

North Texas State Teachers College 118

Northern Illinois University 53, 244, 417, 460, 666, 83u

Ohio State University 27, 34, 154, 159, 161, 205, 256, 262, 279, 311, 348,

420, 454, 458, 476, 514, 532, 562, 623, 65o, 663, 679, 691, 852, 86o,

920, 941.

Ohio University 12, 332, 370, 485, 534, 779

Oregon, University of 2, 155, 289, 366, 493, 510, 594, 662, 843

Oregon State College 758

Pacific, University of 121, 391, 887

Pennsylvania, University of 78, 100, 107, 126, 228, 283, 297, 309, 376,

396, 448, 495, 548, 765, 794, 893, 919
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Pennsylvania State University hl, 67, 1h3, 226, 232, 3h0, 350, 367, 380,

405, 407, 521, 563, 593, 603, 698, 735, 71x3, 778, 785, 793, 815, 868,

929.

Pittsburgh, University of 45, 81, 11.10, 187, 21.i8, 261.1, 305, 343, 3115, 365,

373, 389, 419, 431, 61x6, 695, 756, 836, 912, 931.

Pr. U _versity 21, 44, 84, 103, 144, 148, 175, 204, 216, 235, 263, 427,

453, 546, 560, 661, 700, 720, 764, 877.

Redlands, University of 615

Rhode Island, University of 879

Richmond Professional Institute 110

Rochester, University of 467, 803

Sacramento State College 468, 519, 910

San Diego State College 308, 645

San Francisco State College 104, 22h, 509, 547, 947.

San Jose State College 23h, 265, 351, 601, 928, 9)42.

Smith College 46, 73, 82, 109, 122, 158, 280, 584, 618, 651, 804, 820, 869,

876, 881, 907.

Southern California, University of 132, 202, 281, 293, 315, 524, 539, 575,

660, 729, 730, 795, 897, 966.

Southern Illinois University 961

Southern Methodist University 542

Springfield College 25, 65, 98, 152, 183, 207, 209, 237, 268, 272, 387,

413, 414, 441, 469, 486, 488, 549, 588, 596, 616, 621, 656, 665, 775,

803, 827, 847, 913, 918, 921, 926, 944, 954, 959.

Stanford University 36, 278, 462, 544, 715, 826, 889.

Syracuse University 529

Temple University 32, 225, 271, 327, 447, 600, 810, 890.

Tennessee, University of 174, 195, 200, 285, 435, 902
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Tennessee, A & I State University 170, 325, 331, 790, 855, 862, 888.

Texas, University of 58, 60, 64, 70, 171, 173, 253, 302, 324, 334, 346,

363, 397, 433, 500, 553, 613, 692, 737, 800, 823, 865, 909.

Texas Woman's University 10, 28, 99, 300, 940

, Toledo, University of 578

Tulsa, University of 240

Utah, University of 79, 88, 186, 193, 212, 230, 290, 347, 416, 535, 536,

552, 566, 628, 634, 704, 745, 769, 786, 796, 813, 853, 866, 900, 952

Utah State University 75, 128, 218, 245, 273, 406, 411, 459, 506, 837.

Virginia, University of 29

Washington, University of 13, 19, 23, 47, 292, 299, 337, 528, 633, 718,

725, 747, 759, 817, 824, 850, 851, 936.

Washington State University (Pullman) 8, 115, 156, 243, 352, 421, 437, 442,

537, 545, 558, 570, 643, 732, 742, 768, 812, 898, 901, 948, 950

Wayne State University 483, 821

West Virginia University 252, 254, 321, 684, 870.

Western Michigan University 85, 90, 163

Western Reserve University 164, 530

Whittier College 42

Wisconsin, University of 16, 63, 116, 124, 133, 360, 371, 487, 543, 580,

654, 770, 782, 811, 838, 840, 930

Wyoming, University of 49, 250, 341, 641, 932

Yale University 43, 726, 892.
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CROSS-REFERENCED TOPICAL INDEX

Note: Since this index was compiled from the titles and summaries of the
studies listed, and, since each individual has his own "pet terminology",
it should be considered only a beginning reference point.

ACTIVITY PREFERENCES

General 25, 28; 80, 87, 92, 95, 97, 138, 140, 169, 185, 206, 301, 310,

316, 353, 417, el:9, 657, 740, 746, 884, 917. See also specific age

group or specific type of parson. 470, 471, 481

Factors affecting preferences 3, 33, 41, 44, 54, 82, 83, 158, 161, 187,

206, 220, 274, 3.'0, 446, 538, 564, 640, 744, 788, 816, 820, 928, 974.

See also character building, values, and specific types of persons.

ADMINISTRATION

General

598,

5, 22, 30, 59,

606, 624, 673,

100,

683,

260,

689,

277,

705,

298,

713,

339,

804,

349,

813,

392,

834,

425,

953,

495,

955,

509,

965.

See also school-community cooperation, areas and facilities, finance, in-

service training, insurance, legal aspects, personnel practicies,

public relations, safety, surveys, vandalism.

Adolescents, see high school youth.

ADULTS 3, 129, 140, 187, 281, 326, 471, 570, 603, 940, 175

ADULT EDUCATION 379, 941

AGED and AGING 34, 8o, 111, 135, 189, 217, 266, 279, 313, 343, 372, 377,

384, 407, 412, 416, 422, 512, 521, 566, 574, 577, 632, 655, 700, 731,

825, 879, 944, 964.

AMERICAN RED CROSS 510, 842

Apparatus, see equipment

ATTITUDES 289, 437, 461, 564, 590, 640

See also Activity preferences - factors, values

AQUATICS 71, 182, 276, 371, 486, 847,108

See also boating, canoeing, fishing, swimming

Arts and crafts, see crafts

AREAS AND FACILITIES

General 17, 18, 42, 141, 177, 180, 883, 885, 938, 950, 953
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Areas and facilities, continued

Standards 338, 376, 421, 824

Sub-divisions 254, 305, 306

Sce also surveys

ARMED FORCES 31, 69, 116, 259, 344, 51o, 768, 833, 842, 847

ATHLETICS 164, 173, 247, 274, 348, 375, 454, 478, 569, 589, 691, 846, 861,

911, 946

See also baseball, basketball, aquatics, competition, football, bowling

AUDIO-VISUAL 52

AUTOMOTIVE SPORTS 623

BASEBALL 308, 331, 523, 645, 648, 735, 775, 795, 841

See also athletics

BASKETBALL 374, 809

See also athletics

BIBLIOGRAPHY 68

BIOGRAPHY 70, 482, 554

BLIND 106, 117, 334, 476, 801, 939

BOATING 265, 927

See also canoeing, aquatics

Bond issues, see financing

BOWLING 661, 797

Boys, see high school youth

BOYS! CLUBS OF AMERICA 873

C.C.C. 50, 414

CAMPING See outdoor recreation

See the American Camping Association Bibliography of Studies and Re-
search cited in the introduction to this Bibliography.

CAMPUS RECREATION 33, 41, 128, 2151 232, 270, 278, 289, 562, 571

See also colleges.

CANOEING 210 See also boating, aquatics
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CARDIAC 567 See also handicapped

CERTIFICATION OF PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL 742

See also professional personnel

CHILDREN 57, 316, 527, 563 see also junior high and high school youth

CEREBRAL PALSY 312, 441, 469, 881 See also handicapped

Character education, see Values

CHURCH RECREATION 101, 304, 342, 452, 480, 524, 679, 710, 794, 809, 913,

931, 962

CLUBS 112, 271, 473 see also teen centers

College unions, see student unions

COLLEGES

General 44, 196, 213, 214, 246, 310, 335, 432, 446, 452, 465, 492, 501,

550,

529,

564,

961

573, 608, 610, 616, 656, 682, 754, 762, 815, 816, 871, 926,

See also campus recreation, faculty, professional preparation, student union

COMMUNITY CENTERS 163, 653, 670, 799

COMPETITION 176, 626

Conservation, see outdoor recreation

Convalescent, see handicapped and specific handicaps and illnesses

Correctional institutions, see penal institutions

Costs, see finances

County surveys, see surveys

CRAFTS 61, 265, 394, 445, 873, 885, 923

CULTURAL ARTS 822, 921 see also crafts, dance, drama, MIMIC

Curriculum, see professional preparation

DANCING

General 38, 167, 208, 219, 243, 257, 269, 281, 303, 401, 476, 505, 559,

583, 679, 712. 719, 780, 812, 899, 939, 852

See also folk dance, modern dance,social dance, square dance
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Day camp, see outdoor recreation and the ACA Bibliography

DATING 178

DEAF 47 , 647 see also handicapped

DEFINITIONS 149, 533, 773

DELINQUENCY 32, 92, 127, 207, 231, 449, 545, 584, 618, 620, 707, 759, 787,

811, 876, 887, 943., 968, 971 See also penal institutions

DEPENDENT YOUTH HOMES 332

Detention homes, see penal institutions

DIABETIC 345 see also handicapped

DRAMA 116, 208, 409, 487, 496, 720, 854, 863, 945 See also cultural arts

EcoNOWCS 398, 659

EDUCATION FOR LEISURE 451 131, 190, 199, 223, 251, 346, 370, 504, 644, 728,

733, 748, 930, 949 See also leisure

Education, see specific type under professional preparation, in-service

training, education fbr leisure.

Educational institutions, see colleges and schools

EMployee recreation, see industrial recreation

ETHICS 9, 173, 3141 348

EPILEPTIC 2641 856 see also handicapped

BZUIPMENT 52, 76. 115, 227, 268, 595, 6111, 677, 771

EVALUATION 26, 69, 107, 2C3, 291, 379, 421, 497, 504, 507, 543, 569, 660,

675, 729, 736, 829 See also areas and facilities - standards.

EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 907

Extension service, see 4-H

Extracurricular activities, se school

FACULTY 80, 189, 212, 515, 769, 835, 9141 922 (interests of)

FAMILY RECREATION 435, 726, 783, 8148, 969

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 50, 65
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Feebleminded, see mentally retarded

Fees and charges, seo finances

FESTIVALS 131x, 11121 403, hOh, 777, 832

Field -work, see under professional preparation

FINANCING 37, 78, 1591 192, 237, 239, 337, 4311 4481 654, 667, 673, 702,

8511 866, 919, 937. See also administration, legal aspects.

FISHING 5561 850 See also aquatics, outdoor recreation

Fitness, see physical fitness

FOOTBALL 851 275 See also athletics

FOUR-H 6941 695, 698 see also rural recreation

FOLK DANCING 328, 354, 490 See also dancing

Foreign, see inter-cultural

Games, see recreational games

Gangs, see delinquency

Girls, see high school youth

Golden agers and golden age clubs, see aged

GROUP WORK 81, 2641 280, 343, 345, 4661 678, 691

HANDICAPPED 109, 123, 601, 650, 697, 758 See specific handicapps

Health, see safety

HIGH SCHOOL YOUTH 14, 28, 31, 43, 56, 82, 89, 951 97, 99, 120, 138, 1551

169, 178, 1851 187, 201, 220, 223, 236, 2h0, 271, 280, 357, 427, 435/

451, 525, 539, 6041 631, 681, 791, 810, 821, 830, 831, 878, 889, 905

HISTORY 19, 461 941 121, 1501 179, 210, 2581 319, 327, 359, 393, 464, 4701

4821 4911 506, 5101 5491 562, 5891 6351 688, 698, 739, 7511 762, 778,

790, 797, 846, 900, 952.

HOBBIES 1471 190, 5811 600, 717

Holidays, see festivals

HORSES 390
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HOSPITAL RWREATION 72, 714, 79, 81, 109, 139, 2211, 2591 321, 3143, 392, 498/

514, 533, 741 776, 842, 8471 864.

See also handicapped, mentally ill, and specific handicaps.

Hostels, see youth 7-ostels

HUMAN RELATIONS 445 see also group work

Ili and handicapped, see hospital recreation, handicapped, mentally ill,

and specific handicaps

IMMIGRANTS 959

Impaired vision, see blind

INDIANS 5521 602, 701, 780, 814

Industrial arts, see crafts

INDUSTRIAL RECREATION 13, 841 98, 103, 146, 148, 161, 166, 175, 186, 187,

204, 216, 225, 235, 238, 266, 318, 418, 453, 575, 619, 625, 634, 661,

668, 671, 693, 700, 720, 722, 725, 836, 877, 890, 923, 947.

In-service training, see professional preparation

INSURANCE 624 see also legal aspects

Interest studies, see activity preferences

INTERCULTURAL 11, 25, 196, 208, 328, 383, 400, 432, 434, 436, 455, 458,

489, 490, 492, 552, 630, 752, 767, 840, 899, 905, 908, 921, 969.

See also Indians, Negro

INTRANMRALS 60, 66, 245, 273, 411, 4561 530, 557, 605, 643, 658

Institutional recreation, see specific type of institution

JUNIOR HIGH YOUTH 28, 169, 236, 282, 488, 633, 681, 711, 721, 869

Juvenile delinquency, see delinquency

Land use, see areas and facilities and outdoor recreation

LEADERSHIP 43, 278, 284, 4641 594, 685, 714, 729, 736, 772, 960

Junior leaders 6011

See also motivation, professional preparation, professional personnel,

supervision, volunteers
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LEGAL ASPECTS 48, 51, 67, 86, 229, 355, 462, 606, 755, 884

LEISURE 45, 87, 113, 131, 154, 157, 190, 199, 206, 223, 251, 283, 579, 585,

781, 892, 914. See also education for leisure.

Leisure time interests, see activity preferences

LEPROSY 684

LIBRARIES 555, 637, 726

Little League, see baseball

MARRIED STUDENTS 133 see also family recreation, young adults

Men, see adults

Mental health, see values of recreation, mentally ill

MENTALLY ILL 24, 72, 73, 102, 118, 157, 256, 303, 325, 367, 420, 423, 463,

522, 565, 627, 646, 663, 672, 674, 696, 704, 712, 719, 774, 826, 858,

886, 902, 957 See also hospital recreation

MENTALLY RETARDED 174, 205, 255, 292, 410, 463, 476

Military, see armed forces

MODERN DANCE 8, 674 see also Dancing

MOTIVATION 124, 492, 499 see also leadership

MONGOLOID CHILDREN 852 see also handicapped

Motor ability, see physical performance

Municipal surveys, see surveys

MUSIC 8, 222, 3141, 693, 723, 825 see also cultural arts

Neighborhood houses, see settlement houses

NEGROES 170, 331, 365, 405, 413, 419, 455, 485, 508, 620, 855, 888, 913, 963

Neuropsychiatric, see mentally ill

Outdoor activities, see outdoor recreation and specific activities

OUTDOOR RECREATION 16, 26, 42, 91, 107, 114, 143, 172, 180, 193, 203, 226,

234, 315, 341, 356, 371, 380, 518, 529, 542, 642, 660, 708, 747, 765,

778, 807, 820, 839, 868, 880, 883, 896, 934, 975. See also A.C.A.

Bibliography, vacations.
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Pageants, see festivals

Partially sighted, see blind

PENAL INSTITUTIONS 1, 18h, 195, 250, 367, 532, 597, 718, 870, 875, 267, 378

See also delinquency.

PERSONALITY, including social & emotional adjustment, group behavior

33, 39, 41, 75, 83, 89, 91, 157, 158, 262, 263, 274, 467, 479, 507,

543, 651, 740, 761, 785, 886, 891, 924, 928, 967.

Personnel, see leadership, professional personnel, professional preparation,

volunteers.

Personnel practices, see professional personnel

PHILOSOPHY 125, 716, 738, 739, 770, 782 See also values

PHYSICAL RECREATION 21k, 109 See also athletics

PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE 5, 51k, 56, 89, 117, 263, 595, 812, 975

See also Activity preferences - factors

PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED 39, 322, 330, 507, 662, 972 See also handicapped.

Physical fitness, see physical performance

PLAY 903, 904

PLAYGROUNDS 20, 32, 55, 58, 76, 110, 115, 152 177, 192, 268, 362, 677, 803,

933

PLAY THERAPY 71k, 106, 472, 475

POLIOMYELITIS 300 See also handicapped

FRE-SCHOOL PLAY LOTS 141

Prisons, see penal institutions

PRIVATE AGENCIES 31, 35, 82, 294, 305, 594 See also specific agencies

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 64, 221, 483

PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION

General 35, 63, 104, 137, 294, 298, 321, 436, 497

Curriculum 49, 105, 139, 190, 272, 295, 297, 360, 440, 498, 500,

558, 578, 612, 698, 849, 916

Field work 63, 104, 145, 513, 766, 954
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In-service training 198, 221t, 396, 547, 629, 675, 973

PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL

General t&, 14, 15, 194, 363, 385, 428, 546, 554, 593, 768, 772, 58

Personnel practices 151 35, 349, 425, 639

Selection 351 581 2491 421 734

See also certification, leadership, volunteers, recruitment

PROGRAM, general 280, 283, 287, 399 See specific program fields.

Psychiatric, see mentally ill

PUBLIC HOUSING PROJECTS 3051 306 See a reas and facilities - sub-divisions

PUBLIC RELATIONS 100, 5981 636, 699

Race, see intercultural

Reading, see libraries

RECREATIONAL GAMES 52, 168, 2141 329, 652, 737

Recreational interests and preferences, see activity preferences

RECRUITVNT 288, 388, 395

Reformatories, see penal institutions

Religious organizations, see church recreation

RESEARCH 68, 211, 610, 872

Resorts, see outdoor recreation

Retarded, see mentally retarded

Retired, see aged

Revenues, see financing

RHEUMATIC FEVER 312, 678

Rhythms.: see dancing

RURAL RECREATION 7, 11, 97, 415, 761 see also 14 -H

SAFETY 20, 23, 851 103, 2681 276, 371, 613

SETTLEMENT HOUSES 691

SALVATION ARMY 553, 909
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SCHOOLS

General 28, 30, 741 86, 87, 99, 132, 169, 170, 201, 236, 241, 289, 311,

353,

687,

439,

689,

447, 4601

8591 866,

4661

872,

5041 53:,

955.

537, 539, 540, 541, 6151 6641 686,

Extracurricular 4471 450, 459, 5351 5821 687, 821, 891, 912, 935, 9421 951,

Summer programs 373, 5191 621, 622

Out of school interests 1401 687, 821, 915

Drop outs 5841 649

Administrative procedures 30, 320, 609, 629, 686, 8511 866, 9551 956

Survey of needs and use of facilities 429, 4391 4601 5361 544, 8329 955

School-community cooperation 59, 160, 296, 415, 4681 5261 609, 615, 638,

---6531 706, 798, 8511 882, 883, 910

See also education for leisure, colleges, high school and junior high youth,

intramurals.

SCOUTING 336, 4491 628, 724

Senior citizens, see aged

SOCIAL DANCE 219, 2431 420 see also dance

SOCIAL INTERACTION 33

SOCIAL RECREATION 133, 386, 837

SKIING 23, 757 see also athletics, outdoor recreation

SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS 6401 974 See also economics, activity preferences-

factors

Special services, see armed forces

Sports, see athletics and specific sports

SQUARE DANCE 635 see also dancing

STUDENT UNIONS 461 62, 96, 130, 196, 4081 56o, 576, 5801 6o5, 702

STATE SERVICES 401 162, 233, 317, 3581 381, 745, 760 see also h-H

SUPERVISION 32, 36, 497, 730, 966

Sub-divisions, see public housing projects, areas and facilities - sub-divisions
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SURVEYS

General community recreation surveys of interests and needs

136, 151, 302, 326, 353, 389, 433, 442, 4144, 528, 586

2, 12, 21, 47,

Study of recreation in specific communities 21, 11441 165, 171, 183, 188,

200, 202, 209, 218, 232, 248, 340, 350, 369, 3,7, 406, 457, 503, 516,

520,

867,

587,

900,

591,

906,

611,

920;

666,

936.

703, 793, 806, 819, 823, 827, 843, 844, 862,

Study of adequacy of facilities 126, 156, 177, 181, 387, 391, 419, 430,

709, 800, 818, 895, 932, 958

Municipal organization 4, 153, 197, 228, 261, 352, 1438, 599* 713, 746,

786, 802, 893

Proposed programs 88, 230, 293, 517, 641, 692, 714, 805

Activity interests, see under activity interests and epecifio groups. The

surveys listed under SURVEYS are primarily municipal and county.

SUMMER COMMUNITY PROGRAMS 53, 77, 90, 244, 675, 732 See also Schools

SWIMMING 48, 51, 108, 123, 286, 299, 361, 366, 443, 493, 534, 613, 633,

647, 696, 784, 812, 817, 828, 857, 865, 901 See also aquatics.

Tax see financing

Teachers, see faculty (leisure interests), schools, professional preparation

TEEN CENTERS 120, 241, 357, 402, 473, 727, 898, 909

Teen agers see high school youth

Terminology, see definitions

Therapeutic recreation, see specific handicaps, mentally ill, handicapped,

hospital recreation

Theater, see drama

Tourism, see vacations, outdoor recreation

Training schools, see penal institutions.

Travel, see vacations, outdoor recreation

Unions, college. See student unions

Unions, labor. See industrial recreation

Universities, see colleges

VACATIONS 324, 502, 531 See also outdoor recreation

VALUES 13, 24, 29, 74, 155, 284, 364, 426, 543, 588, 592, 685, 744, 748, 829

See also philosophy, ethics, personality
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VANDALISM 938 See also delinquency, areas and facilities

Veteran's Administration Hospital:-, sPe hospital recreation, American Red Cross

Visually handicapped, see blind

VOLUNTEERS 224, 362, 705, 721, 842, 858, 917, 970 See also leadership

Water activities, see aquatics

Women, see adults

WPA 65, 617, 866

YMCA 31, 91, 112, 129, 486, 669, 799, 860, 918

YMCA 31, 279, 357

YOUNG ADULTS 301, 649, 669, 756, 918

Youth agencies, see private agencies and specific agency

Youth centers, see teen centers

YOUTH HOSTELS 347

YUTTH PROGRAM 484

REMEMBER

This Bibliography and index is just a beginning point to

find information. There is a tremendous wealth of material

in the related fields, such as group work, sociology, psy

chology, economics, geography, physical education, et Al.

Build your research on past research. Do a thorough job of

searching out all that has been done.

For additional copies of this Bibliography, send $2 to the compiler.
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